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The demands on forests have been increasing over the last years. Their importance
in the fight against climate change was translated through the Paris Agreement,
the European Green Deal and the EU Forest Strategy into a national Forest
Strategy for Dutch forests. This Dutch Forest Strategy is a close cooperation of
the provinces together with the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality
and the forest sector to contribute to healthy, future-proof and socially valued
forests. In order to achieve this goal forest management is an essential element in
the Dutch Forest Strategy. To study if this policy (strategy) achieves the ambitions
set, this research focused on the forest management discourses among forest
owners and forest managers. The study examined how the forest management
discourses of the targets of the Dutch Forest Strategy compare with the thoughts
on forest management as included in the Dutch Forest Strategy. With the help
of the 3-I approach, including Interests, Ideas and Institutions, the construction
of discourses on an environmental issue (i.e. forest management) could be
explained. Semi-structured interviews were held with forest owners and forest
managers for data gathering. Also, two interviews were held with the executers
of the Forest Strategy. Based on a qualitative content analysis in Atlas.ti a total of
four discourses could be distinguished: (1) Timber harvest discourse, (2) Nature
following discourse, (3) Climate resilient discourse and (4) Small scale discourse.
The discourses fit the Dutch Forest Strategy as, amongst others, the ambitions
of creating climate proof forest, decreasing recreational pressure and the use of
wood were in line with them. Several opportunities, such as money to change
forest management and landscape elements to sort of expand forest area, and
many challenges were mentioned to overcome the possible gap between the
forest management discourses among Dutch forest owners and managers and the
underlying ideas of the Dutch Forest Strategy. All in all, this research shows that
current forest management discourses among Dutch forest owners and managers
are to a large extent in line with the forest management ideas underlying the
Forest Strategy.
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Introduction
1.1 BACKGROUND
1.1.1 Forests and climate change: the Dutch Forest Strategy
The demands on forests have been increasing over the last years. Where the focus
in the past in many countries used to be on wood production, in the last decennia
the focus broadened to include a broad range of Ecosystem Services, including
the promotion of biodiversity, enablement of recreation and provision of drinking
water (Oosterveld, 1977; Müller et al., 2020). Recently, forests have also become
an important focus in the climate change debate (Gunalay and Kula, 2012). Not
only do the trees in forests store carbon in the trunk, branches, leaves and roots
during their life, the wood products from the forests also contribute to mitigating
climate change, amongst others, as a storage pool of wood-based carbon and
by replacing energy and carbon intensive materials, such as concrete and steel
(Vandekerkhove et al., 2020; Platform Hout, Natuur & Milieu and VBNE, 2016).
Forests as an important instrument in the fight against climate change became
high on the international political agenda when forests were included in the
Paris Agreement in 2015. This climate agreement required all countries to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and report regularly on their individual progress to
prevent global temperatures from rising (Ministerie van Economische Zaken en
Klimaat, 2019). The Agreement included an explicit call to both developed and
developing countries to conserve and enhance forests, next to other biological
carbon reservoirs (Climate Focus, 2015).
In order to live up to the Paris Agreement of 2015, in 2020 the European Union
launched the European Green Deal. This Green Deal broadens and strengthens the
EU climate policy and encompasses a comprehensive policy framework, including
the climate, energy, environmental, industrial, economic and social aspects,
to require the EU to become climate neutral by 2050 (Claeys et al., 2019). One
‘flagship initiative’ of the European Green Deal is the EU Forest Strategy (European
Commission, n.d.). The attention to forests in the climate debate is reflected in
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Also at a national level, much attention is paid to forests in the climate debate.
The Netherlands, for example, published the National Climate Agreement in 2019.
This agreement comprised a cohesive package of proposals with which the CO2
reduction target (49%) should be achieved in 2030 (Ministerie van Economische
Zaken en Klimaat, 2019). One of these proposals included ‘Trees, Forests and
Nature’, which discussed the need for a national forest strategy. Based on this
proposal, a Dutch Forest Strategy was developed; a close cooperation of the
provinces, the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality and the forest
sector. This strategy reflects how trees and forests are used to store carbon,
one of the central goals of the Climate Agreement, i.e. to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases (Ministerie van Economische Zaken en Klimaat, 2019). Next to
this, the Forest Strategy recognizes that Dutch forests are under pressure from
fragmentation, nitrogen deposition and dehydration. This pressure may negatively
affect forest resilience and climate change is only adding additional pressure to
this, while simultaneously enhancing drought, pests and diseases (Buiteveld et al.,
2021). The goal of the Dutch Forest Strategy is, therefore, to contribute to healthy,
future-proof and socially valued forests (IPO and Ministerie van LNV, 2020a). The
strategy should also bring more coherence in forest, nature and climate policy. In
February 2020, an overview of ambitions and goals for the Dutch Forest Strategy
was published (Schouten and Ministerie van LNV, 2020). In November 2020, these
ambitions and goals were elaborated into an implementation program (IPO and
Ministerie van LNV, 2020a; IPO and Ministerie van LNV, 2020b).

1.1.2 Forest management in the Dutch Forest Strategy
In order to achieve the main ambition of “healthy, future-proof and socially
valued forests”, forest management is an essential element in the Dutch Forest
Strategy. This strategy describes several ambitions to be realized in terms of forest
management (IPO and Ministerie van LNV, 2020b). Table 1 provides an overview of
the ambitions of the Dutch Forest Strategy in relation to forest management (see
Appendix A for ambitions in Dutch and their corresponding page numbers). A more
extensive explanation of the ambitions is presented in box 1.
The publication of the Dutch Forest Strategy received a lot of media attention.
Discussed topics were, amongst others, the location of the new forests and the
origin of the tree species. Next to that, heated debates on forest management, such
as clearcutting forests and the decline of forest area, took place (Van Vliet, 2021;
KNBV, 2021). In a letter from the Royal Dutch Forestry Association (KNBV) to the
Standing Committee on Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality, forest professionals
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this strategy; the forest sector is recognized as an important player to reach the
climate goals of the EU. This forest strategy contributes to “achieving the EU’s
greenhouse gas emission reduction target of at least 55% in 2030 and climateneutrality in 2050, and to the EU’s commitment to enhance its removals by natural
sinks as per the Climate law” (European Commission, 2021). At the same time,
the forest strategy recognizes that forests fulfill multiple functions that should
be addressed, and that adaptation of forests to new conditions in view of the
changing climate is necessary.

Table 1. The ambitions for 2030 of the Dutch Forest Strategy related to forest
management
Ambition 2030 regarding forest management
3.400 hectares compensation deforestation through nature transformation N2000
15.000 hectares forest expansion within Nature Network Netherlands
Improvement of connection of forests
Creating climate proof forest

Decreasing recreational pressure
Use of wood
Implementing communication, involvement and participation

stated that they are well aware of these discussions and corresponding emotions.
However, in their opinion “decision-making on forest management and the
implementation of the Dutch Forest Strategy must certainly also be based on
facts and good well-founded analyses, and must take into account the longterm perspective that is indispensable when thinking about forest and forest
management” (KNBV, 2021, p. 1).

BOX 1. Ambitions Dutch Forest Strategy 2030 forest management
This text describes the ambitions related to forest management in more detail.
Additionally, the Dutch Forest Strategy has ambitions that relate to forest management
that pay attention to knowledge dissemination.
3.400 hectares compensation deforestation through nature transformation N2000
3.400 hectares compensation deforestation through nature transformation N2000
The Dutch Forest Strategy states that it is necessary to sometimes change forest
into other types of nature in Natura2000-areas to restore nitrogen-sensitive nature.
This deforestation results in a loss of carbon storage and social unrest, which is why
the ambition is to plant 3.400 hectares of new forest to compensate this forest loss
before 2030 (IPO and Ministerie van LNV, 2020b).
15.000 hectares forest expansion within NNN
In addition to the overarching ambition of ‘more forest’, the Dutch Forest Strategy
has another ambition related to forest management. This ambition focusses on forest
expansion, within the Nature Network Netherlands (NNN). The NNN is the Dutch
network of existing and new nature areas to be created (Rijksoverheid, n.d.). The
provinces are responsible for all NNN areas on land. The network should connect
nature areas with each other and the surrounding agricultural area. In the Dutch
Forest Strategy, it is stated that different provinces envision other amounts of possible
hectares to realize within the NNN. However, a first global inventory estimated the
possible forest expansion within the NNN on 15.000 hectares (IPO and Ministerie van
LNV, 2020b).
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Stimulating more natural forest, climate proof forest, high forest-biodiversity

Creating climate proof forest
In addition to improving the environmental factors to realize ‘vital forest’, a quality
impulse for the forest is necessary. Quality impulses that may be of use are the
strengthening of structure and composition, targeted planting of rich-litter species
and the application of rock flour. Such management actions will lead to climate
resistant forests (IPO and Ministerie van LNV, 2020b).
Stimulating more natural forest, climate proof forest, high forest-biodiversity
The third and last section on realizing ‘vital forest’ focusses on structural
adjustments in management. Through the SNL (Subsidy system Nature and
Landscape) the provinces grant subsidies for the conservation and development
of (agricultural) nature areas and landscapes (BIJ12, n.d.). By adjusting the subsidy
system and its corresponding management, more natural forest and small-scale
climate-smart management can be stimulated (IPO and Ministerie van LNV, 2020b).
In addition, a high forest-biodiversity will arise due to SNL adjustments. For
example, by adjusting the subsidy rules of SNL for timber harvesting of old trees,
the forest will be able to contain more dead wood, increasing forest-biodiversity.
Decreasing recreational pressure
Recreation puts pressure on forests. The corona crisis increased this pressure even
more as more recreants enjoyed going into nature (Straver, 2020). The ambition for
2030 is to explore how recreation pressure can be decreased (IPO and Ministerie van
LNV, 2020b). In the Dutch Forest Strategy it is stated that the expansion of forest
area and the distribution of recreational pressure through, for example, zoning will
create more recreation opportunities and decrease recreational pressure.
Use of wood
Wood is used in many products such as books, furniture or wooden houses. If
the Dutch Forest Strategy is able to expand the forest, revitalize the forest and
increase the amount of trees outside of the forest, then the availability of wood
and wood harvest may increase (IPO and Ministerie van LNV, 2020b). If the use of
organic raw materials, such as wood, increases at the expense of the use of fossil
energy, this must be applied in a high-quality manner to contribute to the climate
goals and a circular economy. With high-quality wood use, the wood is used to
achieve the longest possible lifespan, so that carbon remains stored in the timber
chain for as long as possible.
Implementing communication, involvement and participation
As socially valued forests is part of the main ambition of the Dutch Forest Strategy,
social debates play a major role in its sub-ambitions. Communication, involvement
and participation of local residents and users of the forest is necessary to achieve
this ambition. In this way, the society’s concerns are taken seriously in forest
policy (IPO and Ministerie van LNV, 2020b).
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Improvement of connection of forests
In order to make a ‘vital forest’ environmental factors need to be improved. One
approach to do this is to improve the connection of forests (IPO and Ministerie
van LNV, 2020b). Forest compensation and forest expansion outside of the NNN
can be realized on strategic places to strengthen connections between forest
systems. These strengthened connections will enlarge the degree of exchange and
migration of species with limited means of dispersal.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

A case study studying how global climate policy was interpreted on the ground
had a similar conclusion, i.e. that “policy and practice must be grounded in, and
able to respond to, local voices and concerns, no matter how diverse” in order
to succeed (Milne et al., 2016, p. 11). If policy does not fit with practice or if its
usefulness is not perceived, it is questionable whether it will be picked up by
the policy targets (effectiveness) or if a tension may occur between the policy
and the target group (Smith, 1973). Tensions between policy and practice occur
more often. Examples in literature show how the gap between policy and practice
has complicated attempts of reaching a consensus with regard to implementing
inclusive practices (Martynchuk et al., 2021). According to Howlett (2018, p. 101)
“it is critical for effective policy-making that actual target behavior matches
expectation”. Thus, to ensure that the Dutch Forest Strategy is effective, it is
important that policy and practice are aligned.
Much research has been done on the effectiveness of forest policies in forestry
literature, but this research never aimed at exploring policies from the point of
view of the policy target (Howlett, 2018). Studies on targets of policy tools in
general are still limited and gaps in this research still exist (Howlett, 2020; Loer,
2019). As ultimately it is the policy targets who determine the success of a policy,
it is important to explore possible gaps between policy and practice (Milne et al.,
2016). This process of policy to practice, i.e. policy maker to policy target, is shown
in figure 1. It shows the different concepts that influence each other during the
policy implementation process.

Policy maker

Policy intstrument/tool

Policy target

Effectiveness

Discourses

Figure 1. The route of policy maker to policy target
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As is the case with every policy, the question is whether the forest strategy (the
policy) will have the expected effect, i.e. if it achieves the ambitions set. This
effectiveness highly depends on the ‘target’ of a tool (Howlett, 2018). Targets
are here seen as the individuals or groups whose behaviors are expected to be
impacted by that specific policy activity (Ghosh et al., 2016). According to Bähr
(2016, p. 44) “the effectiveness of implementation increases when the addressees
of political steering are motivated to comply”.

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND RESEARCH
QUESTIONS
This study examines how the forest management discourses of the targets of
the Dutch Forest Strategy compare with the thoughts on forest management as
included in the Dutch Forest Strategy. The main question underlying this research
is the following:
To what extent are current forest management discourses among Dutch forest
owners and managers in line with the forest management ideas underlying the
Dutch Forest Strategy and what be done to overcome the possible gap between
the two?
In order to answer this main research question, the following two sub-research
questions will be explored:
1. Which forest management discourses exist among Dutch forest owners
and managers?
2. How do these forest management discourses relate to the thoughts on forest management underlying the Dutch Forest Strategy?

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
The second chapter will explain the theoretical framework of this study. This will
be followed by chapter 3 where the methodology will be addressed. In chapter 4
the results will be shown. These results will be discussed in chapter 5, where also
the theory and methodology will be part of the discussion. Finally, chapter 6 will
answer the research questions in a conclusion.
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An option to investigate the views of the policy targets is to explore the discourses
around a certain topic, in this case forest management discourses. A discourse is a
set of ideas, concepts and categorizations that are created and changed in social
practices and give meaning to an object or concept as a certain phenomenon
(Arts et al., 2010). Although much research on forest (policy) discourses has been
carried out, attention to forest management discourses is still lacking (Arts et
al., 2010). By exploring the different forest management discourses among Dutch
forest managers, this research will acquire a better understanding of (1) the views
on forest management in the forest sector and (2) the possible gap between these
views and the underlying ideas of the Dutch Forest Strategy.

2

This chapter describes the theory underlying this study. Section 2.1 focuses on
the definition of forest policy and the different aspects of policies. Section 2.2
then specifies forest management discourse and discourse analysis. In the final
section, 2.3, the conceptual framework of this study is presented and explained.

2.1 FOREST POLICY EXPLORED
2.1.1 What is a forest policy?
According to the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization), forest policy can be
defined as “a negotiated agreement between government and stakeholders (i.e.
all those who depend on or benefit from forests or who decide on, control or
regulate access to these resources) on the orientations and principles of actions
they adopt, in harmony with national socioeconomic and environmental policies, to
guide and determine decisions on the sustainable use and conservation of forest
and tree resources for the benefit of society” (FAO, 2018, p. 1). The Dutch Forest
Strategy is in line with this definition of forest policy as it has been developed by
the provinces together with the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality
and is targeted at, amongst others, forest owners and managers with the goal to
contribute to healthy, future-proof and socially valued forests.

2.1.2 Types of policy instruments
Policy instruments can be classified in three categories; (1) sticks, (2) carrots
and (3) sermons (Brukas and Sallnäs, 2012; Olejniczak et al., 2020). Sticks
can be defined as regulatory instruments, carrots as economic instruments
and sermons as informational instruments. A strategy, such as the Dutch
Forest Strategy, falls within the category of ‘sermons’. Bemelmans-Videc
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2.1.3 Effectiveness of policies
The effectiveness of a policy can be defined as “the extent to which a policy is
able to give affect to its stated goals” (Bali et al., 2019, p. 2). Compton and ‘t Hart
(2019) elaborate on the term by stating that policy effectiveness (success) can be
studied in four dimensions:
1.

The first dimension, programmatic, refers to “the degree to which a policy
achieves valuable social impacts” (Compton and ‘t Hart, 2019, p. 5),
2. The second dimension, process, refers to how the design process contributes
to its social appropriateness and procedural justice,
3. The third dimension, political, refers to the degree to which there is
widespread political support,
4. The fourth and final dimension, temporal, refers to the degree to which a
policy sustains its performance and legitimacy over time, including changing
circumstances.
A policy is effective, i.e. able to achieve its ambitions, if these four dimensions are
all taken into account (Compton and ‘t Hart, 2019). This research, however, will
study policy effectiveness in terms of the first dimension.

2.1.4 Targets of policies
A policy includes policy-makers and policy-takers (the latter also referred to as
addressees or policy targets). Policy targets are often considered to be “simple
rational utility maximisers who can be manipulated by incentives and disincentives”
(Howlett, 2018, p. 101). This means that they will calculate their best interest
when deciding to comply or not comply with a policy, whereas incentives and
disincentives can then influence their level of compliance (Howlett, 2018). The
policy targets in this research are forest owners and managers. As mentioned in
the problem statement, the policy targets ultimately determine the success of a
policy (Milne et al., 2016). Hence, it is critical that actual target behavior matches
expectations for effective policy-making (Howlett, 2018).
Policy targets are expected to comply with a government action when influenced
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et al. (2011) state that the information instruments (sermons) attempt to
influence people “through the transfer of knowledge, the communication
of reasoned argument, and persuasion” (p. 11). The Forest Strategy as it is
right now can be considered to be a sermon, as yet no financial means
are secured and no regulations are in place. This means that the strategy
can guide and encourage forest owners and managers to “pursue forest
management practices that are perceived to be desirable” (Brukas and
Sallnäs, 2012, p. 606). This corresponds to the definition of strategy written
by Mintzberg (1987, p. 11) who states that “strategy is a plan - some sort of
consciously intended course of action, a guideline (or set of guidelines) to
deal with a situation” and the definition of Evered (1983, p. 66) who states
that “a strategy may be viewed as a device for deciding which actions to
take”.

Table 2. Compliance of policy targets (reprinted from: Howlett, 2018)

However, when the policy-practice gap is greater than is the case with
‘model subjects’, it is expected that the policy targets will either be less
willing to comply and/or less likely to comply with government’s aims and
desires, reducing the ‘likelihood of compliance’. As a consequence, the policy
targets are identified as another type of policy targets than ‘model subjects’.

2.2 FOREST MANAGEMENT DISCOURSE
This study explores the difference between the targets’ discourses and the policy
aims by studying these discourses. In this part of the theoretical frame, the concept
of discourse will be explored in more detail.

2.2.1 Forest management discourse defined
A discourse is “an ensemble of ideas, concepts and categories through which
meaning is given to social and physical phenomena, and which is produced and
reproduced through an identifiable set of practices” (Hajer and Versteeg, 2005,
p. 175). Or, in short, as stated by Adger et al. (2001, p. 683) “a shared meaning of
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by means of moral suasion, education, fines, penalties or financial incentives
(Howlett, 2018). According to Braithwaite (2013, in: Howlett, 2018, p. 111) policy
tools are only “as effective as those targets are willing to accept financial awards
or penalties from governments and alter their behavior accordingly”. This is in
line with Loer (2019) who stated that a policy can only have an impact when the
addressees (i.e. policy targets) pay attention, process information and in the sense
of the information given, act rationally. Furthermore, legitimacy is considered by
policy targets when these tools are used by the government (Howlett, 2018). In
table 2 the “nature of compliance of policy targets” by Howlett (2018) is shown.
This table presents the level of policy targets’ compliance by determining their
‘willingness to comply’ and ‘likelihood of compliance’. If both these factors are
high, then the policy targets (in this study: forest owners and managers) will
easily comply and little coercion, education, or persuasion is required, which will
facilitate the implementation of the policy (in this study: Dutch Forest Strategy)
and thus minimize the policy-practice gap.

The focus of this study is specifically on forest management discourses. Forest
management is defined as “the process of designing and implementing a set of
actions which is deemed likely to result in a set of forest conditions which is
deemed likely to provide the desired values in the desired amount over time” (Erdle
and Sullivan, 1998, p. 83). In order for forest management to meet the objectives of
forest managers it is necessary to conduct an assessment of the activities. These
actions or forest management activities can include an economic, social and/or
ecological focus (Bettinger et al., 2016). In the Dutch Forest Strategy an example of
a forest management activity with an economic focus includes ‘the use of wood’,
an activity with a social focus includes ‘implementing communication, involvement
and participation’ and an activity with an ecological focus includes stimulating a
‘high forest-biodiversity’.
Based on the descriptions above, this study defines forest management discourse
as:
A set of ideas, concepts and categorizations, created and performed in forest
management related practices, i.e. the design and implementation of actions
in order to reach certain objectives in a forest, that give meaning to forest
management as a phenomenon.

2.2.2 Discourse analysis
Discourse analysis emerged in the late 1980s and has become a widely used
qualitative research method (Blommaert and Bulcaen, 2000; Willig, 2003).
According to Hajer and Versteeg (2005, p. 176) discourse analysis is “the study of
language-in-use”. It has evolved as a way to, in a variety of institutional, academic,
workplace and professional settings, understand the use of language (Bhatia,
Flowerdew and Jones, 2008). Discourse analysis is able to reveal “the role of
language in politics” and “the embeddedness of language in practices”, to give an
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a phenomenon”. Scholars in diverse academic disciplines have used the concept
of discourse to define and explain problems in their respective field of study
(Howarth, 2000). The common interest for discourse emerged according to Howarth
(2000, p. 1) by “a growing dissatisfaction with mainstream positivist approaches to
social science, and the weakening of its hegemony in disciplines such as political
science and sociology”. In the 1970s this led to an introduction of discourse
theoretical concepts (Howarth, 2000). Foucault is an epitome of discourse theory
(Angermuller, Wodak and Maingueneau
, 2014). His succeeding works turned
to questions of power, governmentality and subjectivity. Furthermore, he made
language, and in particular ‘discourse’, central to his understanding of social practice
(Bhatia, Flowerdew and Jones, 2008). The Foucauldian discourse theory has been
increasingly used in environmental policy studies in the last decades (Kleinschmit,
Böcher and Giessen, 2009). In international forest policy science, discourse as a
term has increasingly received attention (Leipold, 2014). Arts et al. (2010, p. 58)
build upon the definition of Hajer and Versteeg (2005) by stating that “a forest
discourse can be considered as a set of ideas, concepts and categorizations that
are created and changed in forest-related social practices and which give meaning
to forests as both physical and social phenomena”.

answer to ‘how’ questions and to throw light on mechanisms (Hajer and Versteeg,
2005, p. 175). Critical discourse analysis studies real instances of social interaction
that take (partially) linguistic form (Blommaert and Bulcaen, 2000). Arts and Buizer
(2009) describe four discourse approaches that can be distinguished:
Discourse
Discourse
Discourse
Discourse

as
as
as
as

‘communication’,
‘text’,
‘frame’ and
‘social practice’.

Discourse as communication is “associated with discussion, debate or exchange
of views with regard to a certain societal or political topic” (Arts and Buizer, 2009,
p. 341). Discourse as text mainly focuses on what is said or written, for example
analysis of texts, language or conversation (Arts and Buizer, 2009). This is in line
with Fairclough (1992a, in Blommaert and Bulcaen, 2000, p. 448) who state that
it is “the linguistic features and organization of concrete instances of discourse”.
Discourse as frame corresponds to discourse as text as they both include “the
various meanings of words and texts” (Arts and Buizer, 2009, p. 342). However, this
approach also defines discourse as a shared frame of meaning. Lastly, discourse
as social practice includes power in the discourse itself which “‘disciplines’ human
agencies to think, speak and act in a certain way and not in others” (Arts and
Buizer, 2009, p. 342). Fairclough (1992a, in Blommaert and Bulcaen, 2000, p. 449)
adds to this by emphasizing “the ideological effects and hegemonic processes in
which discourse is a feature” in this approach. The approaches of ‘communication’
and ‘social practice’ combined seem to approach the forest management
discourses the most. Communication is a crucial aspect of forest management
as the ambitions of the Dutch Forest Strategy show the importance of discussion
and the exchange of views. Furthermore, social practice plays a key role as forest
managers act (manage) in a certain way to reach the objectives of the forest.
To explore forest management discourses, this study will make use of the
3-I’s approach. The 3-I approach includes the concepts of interests, ideas and
institutions (Barnaud et al., 2021). Firstly, the concept of ‘interests’ indicates the
importance of a stake for a given stakeholder. It is assumed that the stakeholders’
real or perceived interests can drive discourses. Secondly, the concept of ‘ideas’
includes “the social norms and values that drive collective representations about
how thing should be, and what behaviors are appropriate” (Barnaud et al., 2021,
p. 65). The assumption is made that these norms deeply shape the emergence
of discourses. Lastly, the concept of ‘institutions’ refers to humanly devised
constraints, comprising of formal and informal rules, that according to North
(1991, p. 97) “structure political, economic and social interactions”. Institutions
substantiate how discourse-coalitions form and perform (Barnaud et al., 2021).
Barnaud et al. (2021) use these three I’s to explain the construction of discourses
on an environmental issue. Besides the three I’s, they added a second element in
their explanation, consisting of ecological conditions and processes. This study will
make use of their frame, in adapted form, to study forest management discourses
in the Netherlands (see figure 2).
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Theoretical Framework

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ecological conditions and processes
(e.g. climate change, biodiversity)

Construction of discourses
On an environmental issue (e.g. forest management)

Interests

Institutions

Figure 2. Factors underlying environmental discourse construction (adapted from:
Barnaud et al., 2021)

2.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Based on the elements described above, a conceptual framework was developed,
shown in figure 3. The provinces together with the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
and Food Quality developed the Dutch Forest Strategy to target forest owners and
managers. Forest management discourses of these policy targets are based on the
3-I approach, which includes interests, ideas and institutions. To what extent the
current forest management discourses among forest owners and managers are in
line with the forest management ideas underlying the Dutch Forest Strategy will
determine the effectiveness.

Ecological conditions & processes

Forest policy

Effectiveness

Forest management discourses

(Dutch Forest Strategy)

Interests

Institutions

Policy targets
Ideas
Figure 3. Conceptual framework
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Theoretical Framework

Ideas

3

Methodology
This chapter describes the methodology used for this research. Section 3.1
describes the character of the thesis work. Section 3.2 explains how data was
collected. In section 3.3 the data analysis is described.

This thesis was an explorative study. Exploratory research is carried out when
research is used to explore a topic on which there is little or no scientific knowledge,
but there exists reason to believe it contains elements worth to discover (Stebbins,
2001). According to Stebbins (2001, p. 5), “the main goal of exploratory research
is the production of inductively derived generalizations about the group, process,
activity, or situation under study”. This research explored the extent to which
current forest management discourses among forest owners and managers are in
line with the implementation of the Dutch Forest Strategy. This research may act
as a case study, where forest management in the Netherlands as included in the
study serves as an example for other Dutch forest managers. Qualitative socioempirical research methods were used during this study, which contributed to a
discourse analysis.

3.2 DATA COLLECTION
Data that was collected consists of primary data, which is “information collected
for the specific purpose of a study either by the researcher or by someone else”
(Kumar, 2018, p. 47). In this research, this entailed the data gathered from the
different interviews with forest owners and managers (primary sources). Interviews
are the most appropriate for this research topic, because a complex situation is
researched, in-depth information can be collected and questions can be explained
(Kumar, 2018).
The interviews were carried out with Dutch forest owners and managers, and two
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3.1 CHARACTER OF THE THESIS WORK

policy implementors of the Forest Strategy, as shown in table 3. The interviews were
held with an employee of the organization. The answers of the respondents do not
represent the opinion of the organization per se. The task of the implementors is to
make sure the Forest Strategy is executed, which includes finding space for more
forest, inside and outside the NNN. Three types of forest managers were included
in the study: 1) forest managers of public forest management organizations, 2)
forest managers of private forest management organizations, 3) forest managers
of nature organizations. All these different forest manager types practice forest
management in their daily tasks and some of them own forest area. However, the
forest managers execute different management practices to reach different goals.
To include a broad variety of organizations and objectives for managed forests the
three types are equally elaborated on in this research.

Organization

Name

Position

Date

Schovenhorst estate

Mr. S. Wijdeven

Director steward

November 9, 2021

Twickel estate

Mr. E.J. Mooiweer

Director steward

November 15, 2021

National Park De Hoge
Veluwe

Ms. A. Visser-Winterink

Forest policy officer

November 16, 2021

Bosgroepen Zuid

Mr. J. Rots

Project leader forest
management

November 23, 2021

Kroondomein Het Loo

Mr. M. Bruggemans

Forester

November 25, 2021

Staatsbosbeheer

Mr. C. Hartman

Senior manager

November 26, 2021

Geldersch Landschap
& Kasteelena

Mr. B. de Jong

Regional manager

November 30, 2021

Borgman beheer

Mr. D. Borgman

Director Owner

December 1, 2021

Utrechts Landschap

Mr. M. Bergen

Regional manager

December 6, 2021

Natuurmonumenten

Mr. A. ten Hoedt

Forester ecology

December 6, 2021

Province of Gelderland

Ms. M. van der Veen

Policy implementor
Forest Strategy

December 9, 2021

Ministry of LNV

Mr. H. Koenders

Policy implementor
Forest Strategy

December, 14, 2021

Municipality Epe

Mr. R. Philipsen

Forester/Manager

December 15, 2021

Municipality Ermelo

Mr. H. Zwart

Manager of forests,
nature reserves and
fauna

December 15, 2021

a.s.r. real estate

Mr. R. Nijzink

Steward/Land agent

December 20, 2021

Geldersch Landschap
& Kasteelenb

Ms. R. Terhürne

Senior policy officer

December 21, 2021
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Table 3. Information regarding the sixteen interviewees

Semi-structured interviews, with open-ended questions, were used to gather
information by following a clear guideline for questions and having some space
for follow-up questions. This guideline is also called an interview schedule, which
according to Kumar (2018, p. 221) is “a list of questions, open-ended or closed,
prepared for use by an interviewer in a person-to-person interaction”.

All interviews were recorded and transcribed, whereafter data analysis was
performed. All of the interviewees gave permission for the recording, use of their
name and professional position in the thesis. To make sure the answers of the
interviewees were presented correctly, respondents were given the opportunity to
give feedback based on a draft version.

3.3 DATA ANALYSIS
In order to analyze the collected data from forest owners and managers, i.e. the
transcripts of the interviews, a qualitative content analysis was done. A content
analysis analyzes the contents of, in this research interviews, in order to identify
the emerging themes from the responses given by the respondents (Kumar,
2018). A qualitative content analysis is “an approach of empirical, methodological
controlled analysis of texts within their context of communications, following
content analytical rules and step by step models, with rash quantification”
(Mayring, 2020, p. 2). This approach helps to cluster responses into themes that
are developed through the process of coding, as can be seen in figure 4. Chandra
and Shang (2019, p. 91) state that “coding assigns a meaning to a small body of text
using a label that best represents the text”. In this study deductive and inductive
coding were combined to gain a more complete understanding of the research
1

2

3

4

Identify the
main themes

Assign codes to
the main themes

Classify responses
under the main themes

Integrate themes and responses
into the text of your report

Figure 4. The four steps of a qualitative content analysis (Kumar, 2019)
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The interview questions for forest owners and managers primarily revolved around
(1) forest management and forest management practices and (2) the concepts of
the 3-I approach; interests, ideas and institutions (see Appendix B for interview
schedule forest owners and managers). Interests in this study include the goals
of the different policy targets. Some targets may have indicated for example the
management of Ecosystem Services as highly important, where others put this
second. Ideas in this research include the discussion of how forest should be
managed, for example, if clearcut or tree-managing felling should be applied.
Lastly, institutions in this research include the factors influencing the policy
targets, such as organizations and authorities. The interview questions for the
policy implementors of the Forest Strategy focused on finding out their perceptions
about the strategy-practice gap, and about the alignment of practice with the
Forest Strategy now and in the future (and what may still be needed for this) (see
Appendix C for interview schedule policy implementors).

topic. During deductive coding, the process of creating codes is predetermined
(Stuckey, 2015). In this research this coding was based on the concepts of the 3-I
approach. During inductive coding raw textual data, transcripts converted from
the interviews, were read and interpreted to develop coding categories (Chandra
and Shang, 2019).

To further analyze the categorized and coded data, Sankey Diagrams were used. A
Sankey Diagram is able to illustrate a flow from one set of values (in this study: the
different codes) to another set of values (in this study: the respondents) (Google
Charts, n.d.). Although the Sankey Diagrams sometimes show some flows thicker
than others, this is not of importance for this study. Only the existence (or absence)
of a flow between the left and the right set of values contributes to the research
results. Furthermore, the flows indicate whether a code was found in the interview
transcript. This does not mean that when a flow does not exist, i.e. a code was not
found in the interview transcripts, the respective topic is not of importance to the
organization. For instance, it could be that the topic belonging to the code was not
discussed during the semi-structured interview or the respondent did not have
the topic on top of their mind while answering a question.
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With the help of Atlas.ti, a qualitative data analysis and research software, a total
of 221 codes were found in the total of fourteen interview transcripts. These
codes were divided into 26 categories, which represented interview questions
4-24. Eventually twenty categories, representing questions 4-18 and the triple I,
where used to find forest management discourses (see Appendix D for coding and
categories in relation to the Triple I). A total of six categories arose from questions
19-24 representing knowledge and involvement (of forest owners and managers)
in the Dutch Forest Strategy.

4

Results
This chapter describes the results of this study. Section 4.1 focuses on the three
elements underlying the forest management discourses, i.e. the triple I. The
transcripts of the two interviews with policy implementors were not used during the
discourse analysis. Based on the insights in 4.1, in section 4.2 the forest management
discourses are presented and 4.3 shows the differences and similarities between
discourses. Finally, in section 4.4 answers of the respondents about the Forest
Strategy are described and the view of the two policy implementors of the Forest
Strategy is brought forward.

To clarify, not all categories (see Appendix D) are discussed in this chapter. Only
the Sankey Diagrams of categories where interesting insights could be gathered
are shown. The ecological conditions, as were shown in the conceptual framework,
are interwoven with the triple I.

4.1.1 Interests
The categories that present different insights about the interests are discussed
here. Figure 5 provides an overview of the different codes of the category source of
income, i.e. donations, timber harvest, rent and lease, hunting rights, membership
fee, subsidies, entrance fees and permits site use, per respondent.
As this diagram shows, timber harvest is the most common source of income for all
respondents. Subsidies are for about two thirds of the respondents important. The
other sources of income were only mentioned by less than half of the respondents.
Nevertheless, quite some different sources of income were mentioned.
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4.1 TRIPLE I
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Figure 5. Overview of interests (in terms of source of income) per respondent

Figure 6 shows the several conflicts that respondents indicated to observe between
different functions of the forest, i.e. ecology and recreation, wood harvest and
ecology, wood harvest and recreation, wildlife (management) and ecology, and
wildlife (management) and recreation.

Results

The Sankey diagram of this category shows that one code is standing out. This is
the conflict between ecology and recreation. In second place, the conflict between
wood harvest and recreation is observed by almost half of the respondents.

Figure 6. Overview of interests (in terms of conflicts) per respondent
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The last category of interests displayed here is solve conflicts. Figure 7 shows this
category and its corresponding codes, i.e. communication, suitable solution and
zoning.

Results

Many respondents mentioned a single solution to the conflict(s) they face, some
mentioned two. The Sankey Diagram seems to show three groups, each with its
‘own’ respondents and little overlap. Communication to solve conflicts is stated
the most among respondents.

Figure 7. Overview of interests (in terms of solve conflicts) per respondent

4.1.2 Ideas
The categories that present different insights about the ideas are discussed
in this section of the chapter. The first category to be discussed is on type of
forest management. The Sankey Diagram of this category can be found in figure
8. This diagram provides an overview of the different codes if this category, per
respondent. For this category 21 different codes were defined1.

Only codes mentioned by more than two respondents are shown from this category. Other codes
belonging to this category can be seen in Appendix D.
1
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Figure 8. Types of forest management per respondent

Many types of forest management were thus brought forward during the interviews.
A lot of respondents mentioned small scale, thinning, rejuvenation and wood
production.
Figure 9 provides a second Sankey Diagram with an overview of the different
ideas, i.e. ideas behind forest management, per respondent, based on the thirteen
different codes defined for this category1.
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Figure 9. Overview of ideas (in terms of ideas behind forest management) per
respondent
Variation within the forest sometimes in combination with more native species
is the most common idea behind forest management together with climate
resilience. These ideas are closely followed by the ideas of vitality, timber harvest
and nature following.
The next category of ideas displayed here is challenges. Figure 10 shows this
category and its corresponding codes per respondent1.
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Figure 10. Overview of ideas (in terms of challenges) per respondent
As figure 10 shows, various challenges were mentioned, such as policy-practice,
money, climate change, role of state/province/municipality, space in the Netherlands
and wildlife (management). The figure clearly indicates that respondents face
several challenges, but combinations of challenges differ per respondent.
The last category of ideas shown is solutions challenges. This category did not
arise due to an interview question, however following on the previous category
some respondents mentioned solutions to these challenges. In figure 11 below, the
category and its corresponding codes per respondent are shown. As this category
will not return in the chapter on discourses, some quotes are included here.
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The solutions brought forward the most were landscape elements and working
integrally with different forms of land use. These solutions were closely followed
by continuous policy, water & soil in order and centralization. Landscape elements
can create opportunities to expand the area but not on the basis of some kind of
economic principle according to J. Rots (personal communication, November 23,
2021):
“For example, if you look at 10 hectares within a municipality, that could be one
agricultural parcel, but it could also be kilometers of hedges and hedges. And if
you then look at what is the greatest biodiversity gain, it is in those hedges and
hedges, not in those 10 hectares of extra forest, if you already have 400 hectares
of that”.
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Figure 11. Overview of ideas (in terms of solutions challenges) per respondent

However, R. Nijzink (personal communication, December 20, 2021) stated that the
government now punishes farmers’ landscape elements which needs to change:
“In any case, [rules] must be geared to the manure accounting [mestboekhouding]
of those farmers, because that is now the trigger to have no landscape elements”.
E.J. Mooiweer (personal communication, November 15, 2021) also recognizes this
problem at farmers “(…) as soon as there is a tree on your land, it may contain
a protected animal that hinders your business operations, you can no longer
put manure on it, you cannot get surcharges on it, so it only hinders you”. He
however sees opportunities to realize forest edges (landscape elements) on noncultivatable areas of farmers, on which the farmers still receive their agricultural
allowances and which can become part of their business operations.
The solution of continuous policy is reflected in the statements of C. Hartman
(personal communication, November 26, 2021):
“Try to keep a kind of constant [policy] line that is always doable left or right”.
And E.J. Mooiweer (personal communication, November 15, 2021):
“(…) if, as a government, you want continuity in management, you must also
provide continuity in regulations and supervision.”

4.1.3 Institutions

The government is a party involved according to almost every respondent. Also,
half or the respondents mentioned contractors or timber buyers as a party involved
in forest management.
The second Sankey diagram in figure 13 shows the parties with the greatest
influence, this category included eight different codes1.
The only codes from this category mentioned by more than two respondents
with the greatest influence are government parties and the statement that no
party has the greatest influence. However, some respondents that at some point
mentioned the government as the greatest influence did emphasize that they
ultimately decide for themselves what they really do in the forest.
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The categories that present different insights about the institutions are discussed
in this section of the chapter. The first Sankey diagram shows the parties involved,
as can be seen in figure 12, along with their corresponding codes and respondents1.

Results
Figure 12. Overview of institutions (in terms of parties involved) per respondent
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Figure 13. Overview of institutions (in terms of parties greatest influence) per
respondent
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Additionally, figure 14 shows the opposing parties mentioned by several respondents.
Many codes are mentioned only once as the figure shows.

Results

As can be seen in this figure, the two codes from this category that are of
importance are action groups and no opposing party.

Figure 14. Overview of institutions (in terms of opposing party) per respondent

The next category that relates to institutions is laws and regulations and has three
codes mentioned many times by respondents as can be seen in figure 15. These
include FSC & PEFC, Natura2000 and the Law Nature Protection1.
As can be seen in the figure, the Law Nature Protection is mentioned by all
respondents. Furthermore, FSC & PEFC and Natura2000 are also important laws
and regulations brought forward by approximately half of the respondents each.
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Another defining category for the origin of some of the forest management
discourses is the category of wood market. As can be seen in figure 16, there
were respondents stating the wood market did, did not or did partly play a role,
respondents who do not thin or harvest extra, respondents who harvest reluctant
at low wood prices, respondents who utilize higher wood yield if possible,
respondents that find native/sustainable/quality important aspects of a wood
market and a respondent that mentioned that the Dutch wood market is very
small due to export.
The figure shows that half of the respondents stated that the wood market does
play an important role for management. The other half of respondents stated that
it does not or only partly plays a role. Also, many respondents mentioned that they
do not thin or harvest extra.
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Figure 15. Overview of institutions (in terms of laws and regulations) per respondent

Results
Figure 16. Overview of institutions (in terms of wood market) per respondent

The last category provides insight to the involvement of local residents and users
of the forest in forest management. Figure 17 shows the Sankey diagram including
the codes of coordinate/consult, being informed, support base, excursion and
participate.
As can be seen in this figure, all of the respondents mention that local residents and
users of the forest are regularly informed by them. Almost half of the respondents
also mention excursions and/or participating as the involvement of local residents
and users of the forest.
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Figure 17. Involvement of local residents and users of the forest per respondent

4.2 DISCOURSES
Based on the insights gained by exploring the triple I, four forest management
discourses could be found. These discourses are 1) Timber harvest discourse, 2)
Nature following discourse, 3) Climate resilience discourse and 4) Small scale
discourse.
An overview of the main elements of these discourses is provided in table 4. A
detailed explanation of these discourses follows below. The discourses are based
on figure 8 and figure 9 above. Figure 9 shows the ideas behind forest management
which were taken as a starting point for three of the forest management discourses.
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By combining codes from different categories (see Appendix D) in a Sankey Diagram,
discourses could be found. When the first discourses were created, small scale
as a type of forest management, which is shown in figure 8, turned out to be a
promising starting point for a fourth forest management discourse.

Discourse

Timber
harvest

Nature following

Climate
resilience

Small scale

Respondents

Bosgroepen
Zuid, GLK
Manager,
Kroondomein
Het Loo,
Schovenhorst
estate

Bosgroepen Zuid,
Municipality of Epe,
Natuurmonumenten,
NPHV,
Staatsbosbeheer,
Utrechts Landschap

ASR, Borgman
Beheer,
GLK Policy,
Municipality of
Epe

GLK Policy,
Kroondomein Het
Loo, Municipality
of Ermelo,
Schovenhorst
estate,
Staatsbosbeheer,
Twickel estate

Interests:
Source of
income
Ideas:
Type of forest
management

Timber harvest

- Timber harvest
- Subsidies

Timber harvest

Timber harvest

- Thinning
- Wood
production
- Rejuvenation

- Thinning
- Wood production
- Natural
development
- Rejuvenation

- Thinning
- Wood
production
- Small scale
- Climate smart
- Rejuvenation

- Tree marking
- Thinning
- Wood
production
- Introducing
species
- Small groups
felling
- Small scale
- Quality (wood)
- Selection forest
- Rejuvenation
- Duty of care

Ideas behind
forest
management

Timber harvest

- Nature following
- Vitality
- Variation within the
forest sometimes
in combination with
more native species

- Climate
resilience
- Variation
within the forest
sometimes in
combination
with more native
species

- Forest climate
- Timber harvest
- Climate
resilience
- Variation
within the forest
sometimes in
combination
with more native
species

Institutions:
Parties
involved

- Government
- Contractors or
timber buyers

Government

- Government
- Contractors or
timber buyers

- Government
- Local residents
- Volunteers

Laws and
regulations

- Natura2000
- Law Nature
Protection

- Natura2000
- Law Nature
Protection

- Natura2000
- Law Nature
Protection

- FSC and PEFC
- Natura2000
- Law Nature
Protection

Wood market

- Plays a role

- Play no role
- No extra thinning
or harvesting

-

-

Local
residents and
users of the
forest

Being informed

Being informed

Being informed

- Being informed
- Excursions
- Participate
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Table 4. Overview of four forest management discourses in the Netherlands

4.2.1 Timber harvest discourse
Almost half of all respondents share the Timber harvest discourse. In this discourse,
multiple functions are combined, i.e. wood production, nature and recreation, in an
integrated way. Despite that multiple functions are of importance, the discourse
has a timber harvest focus as the main source of income is from timber harvest
and forest management activities are strongly oriented on wood production. The
financial target of these organizations is always achieved successfully. The main
silvicultural activities of this discourse are thinning, the production of wood and
rejuvenation. Wood production is represented by the following quote:
“You tackle a fifth of the forest area per year, you leave the remaining 80% and in
that fifth part you go to see where you can consolidate the quality of the forest
by means of thinning.” (B. de Jong, personal communication, November 30, 2021)
The idea behind this management is the harvest of timber. Several respondents
execute this idea:
“(…) from that current increment [lopende bijgroei] you can estimate what
your possible harvesting possibility is within that forest.” (B. de Jong, personal
communication, November 30, 2021)
“We also know exactly what grows and what can be harvested within the
boundaries.” (M. Bruggemans, personal communication, November 25, 2021)

“The province of Gelderland now very much wants to move to natural forests
and we do not necessarily think that is a desirable development, because we
think that wood harvesting should remain possible for some of the forests, since
timber will remain an important resource, which should be, at least partially,
grown local.”
H. Zwart (personal communication, December 15, 2021) also discussed the role of
the state/province/municipality in terms of his college of mayor and aldermen:
“(…) those people look at terms of 4 years, while I look much longer, try to
look with all the uncertainties that entails. So they want something to score
(…), I’m busy with completely different things. The long term, including that the
successor of the successor of my successor can also harvest wood, that’s what
I’m working on.”
The challenge of wildlife (management) is sometimes a concern to respondents in
terms of timber harvest:
“We have a pretty high game population and it’s nibbling on trees and you can
thin through [door dunnen], thin through, thin through, but at some point you
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Challenges that are part of this discourse are policy-practice, the lack of money,
the impacts of climate change, role of state/province/municipality, space in the
Netherlands and wildlife (management). The challenges of policy-practice and
the role of the state/province/municipality are brought forward by R. Terhürne
(personal communication, December 21, 2021):

need a new generation of forest to continue with that, and in many places this
is either missing or insufficient. And insufficient in quantity and insufficient in
quality.” (M. Bruggemans, personal communication, November 25, 2021)
In addition to the government, contractors or timber buyers are parties involved
in this forest management discourse, which is not that surprising considering
the focus on timber harvest. These are described by E.J. Mooiweer (personal
communication, November 15, 2021):
“We actually always invite contractors to do the wood harvesting at our place,
(…) but there we are also very focused on people who are machine-skilled and
terrain-skilled.”
To deal with (a conflict with) opposing parties in this discourse mostly
communication is used. Next to that, in this discourse the most important laws
and regulations to deal with are Natura2000 and the Law Nature Protection. These
laws and regulations help or hinder respondents to protect nature.
The wood market not surprisingly plays a role in this discourse, as explained by J.
Rots (personal communication, November 23, 2021):
“[The wood market plays a role] because we finance part of the management
from it, so that is significant.”
Lastly, local residents and users of the forest are involved by being informed by
the forest owners and managers.

Similar to the Timber harvest discourse, the respondents of the Nature following
discourse combine wood production, nature and recreation in an integrated way.
However, next to timber as a source of income, subsidies are an important source
of income in this discourse:
“(…) in addition, it are mainly management subsidy and other subsidy flows that
make the budget round, so then you do not necessarily earn money with it, but
those functions are valued within the SNL, for example.” (D. Borgman, personal
communication, December 1, 2021)
“We receive an SNL subsidy from the province of Gelderland and that is reasonably
sufficient to get our management around, except for large projects.” (H. Zwart,
personal communication, December 15, 2021)
The financial target is always achieved successfully. The type of forest management
of this discourse is defined by thinning, wood production, natural development
and rejuvenation. References to natural development, which is characteristically
for this discourse, can be found in various statements.
“(…) we also have forest reserves, so we do not do anything there. That’s fantastic,
because I have 200 hectares of forest reserve where I can follow what nature is
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4.2.2 Nature following discourse

doing without intervening there and of course you can also use that in the parts
where you do something.” (M. Bruggemans, personal communication, November
25, 2021)
“In the forest we go as much as possible for natural processes, so that means
not intervening and letting things take their course. Not because we are lazy, but
simply because in my opinion that also results in a lot of special things.” (A. ten
Hoedt, personal communication, December 6, 2021)
“(…) that is a part of which we say, “(…) in principle we just do nothing there”.
We do monitor there, only there is no thinning, for example.” (A. Visser-Winterink,
personal communication, November 16, 2021)
The ideas behind this management besides nature following include vitality and
variation within the forest sometimes in combination with more native species.
The first idea, nature following, is also represented by the quotes about natural
development above. Or as M. Bruggemans (personal communication, November
25, 2021) stated:
“We do nature-following forest management here, so nature is leading in this.”
A. ten Hoedt (personal communication, December 6, 2021) also implements this
idea, which is in line with his statement about natural development as a type of
forest management:
“(…) a management strategy in which we go for natural processes as much
as possible (…) and that mainly means that we actually do nothing or hardly
anything in the forests, except in the context of safety, so systematic tree control.”

“During my management period, as long as I am still here, I would like to work
on making that forest system even more resilient. So if another tree species falls
out, that there is no panic, but that I have enough alternatives to continue with
that.” (M. Bruggemans, personal communication, November 25, 2021)
This idea of vitality and the third idea of variation within the forest sometimes
in combination with more native species are referred to by A. Visser-Winterink
(personal communication, November 16, 2021):
“(…) the forest must be preserved in the long term. You do this especially when
you have a vitally diverse forest, because in that way you have the best chance
that the forest will also be here in hundreds of years. And from the perspective of
biodiversity, of course, you want as many different species as possible and have
stratification. So actually the objective is that we mainly want to go to a very
biodiverse rich vital forest.”
Challenges that are part of this discourse are policy-practice, money, climate
change, space in the Netherlands, nitrogen/acidification and wildlife (management).
Several statements about challenges were made in relation to nature following.
The challenge of policy-practice was brought forward by A. ten Hoedt (personal
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The second idea behind the management of this discourse is vitality:

communication, December 6, 2021) through the following statement:
“(…) that is of course the disadvantage of all these [rules (for example Natura2000)],
that things are recorded on a map and that it is very difficult if something does
not remain exactly the same under natural processes of what it was.”
Climate change was furthermore stated by A. ten Hoedt (personal communication,
December 6, 2021) as a challenge:
“Then you also have climate change, drought, et cetera, in longer periods, well
of course that also has its impact. And with that, of course, the entire forest
vegetation becomes more vulnerable, with tree dieback, et cetera.”
Also the challenge of nitrogen/acidification was brought forward by this respondent:
“We are of course dealing with the whole problem of nitrogen deposition, which I
think ultimately has very important effects, because (…) you have some leaching
of minerals that you are confronted with.” (A. ten Hoedt, personal communication,
December 6, 2021)
Lastly, another respondent mentioned the challenge of wildlife (management)
related to the Nature following discourse:

The government is a party to deal with in this forest management discourse. To
deal with (a conflict with) opposing parties communication is used. The most
important laws and regulations this discourse has to deal with are Natura2000
and the Law Nature Protection. These laws and regulations help or hinder
respondents to protect nature. The following statement represents how the Law
Nature Protection helps to protect nature:
“The Law Nature Protection is very important to us, if only because it gives our
areas a certain status that you simply cannot change. Ultimately, that is decided
in Europe, (…) that is just a given and I am very happy about that. You see that
forests that do not fall under this category are much more likely to fall prey to all
kinds of developments.” (H. Zwart, personal communication, December 15, 2021)
The wood market does not play a (decisive) role in this discourse. Furthermore,
no extra thinning or harvesting is done because of the wood market. A. VisserWinterink (personal communication, November 16, 2021) mentions that the wood
market does not play a role and also states that:
“It is not the case that if we get a higher price that we will harvest more or when
the price is bad that we say we will not do it. Because we just say, the forest
basically determines what we have. Based on your thinning you look very closely
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“(…) especially in the Veluwe you can see that, because of the high grazing
pressure, deciduous wood rejuvenation hardly gets off the ground. That has an
enormous impact on the entire ecosystem, therefore on the soil, but therefore
also for insects, for birds, for all flora and fauna that depend on the total.” (D.
Borgman, personal communication, December 1, 2021)

at those forest developments, where you want to give space to certain trees and
species. Consequently, with that active management, wood is provided.”
This respondent made the following statement for why the wood market does not
play a role:
“As a good forest manager, I do not think that [the wood market] should have
an influence, because otherwise your motivation is no longer the forest, but your
motivation is the market. And I do not think that will ever yield an optimal result
in the long-term planning of the forest and forest management.” (A. VisserWinterink, personal communication, November 16, 2021)
This is in line with the statement of M. Bergen (personal communication, December
6, 2021) who declared the following regarding the wood market:
“(…) it’s not guiding, it’s not leading.”
Multiple other respondents agree with Visser-Winterink that no extra thinning or
harvesting is done because of the wood market.
“(…) the wood prices are now relatively good, but that does not mean that we
are saying “now we are going to thin out a little more”. We do not do that.” (R.
Nijzink, personal communication, December 20, 2021)
“I am not going to mark more trees, because I am staying within my work block
and I have agreed [that] I acquire an X cubic meter per hectare from that.” (M.
Bruggemans, personal communication, November 25, 2021)

4.2.3 Climate resilience discourse
The third forest management discourse is the Climate resilience discourse. As
in the previous two discourses, wood production, nature and recreation are
combined in an integrated manner. However, in this discourse ecology (i.e. nature)
and recreation are often considered to be conflicting:
“Two components that sometimes get in each other’s way are ecology and
recreation. There where we consider the interests of ecology, and then you think,
for example, of older trees, then you think of special animals that occur in certain
places. You have to take that into account with your recreation and with your
infrastructure. Conversely, where we have an infrastructure for walking or cycling
routes and the like, we must also ensure that management is tuned to that.” (B.
de Jong, personal communication, November 30, 2021)
“(…) areas are just literally, literally run down [due to increased recreational
pressure] and with that disruption occurs, both of fauna but also vulnerable
habitats of flora that are damaged in that sense.” (D. Borgman, personal
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Lastly, local residents and users of the forest are involved by being informed by
the forest owners and managers.

communication, December 1, 2021)
Conflicts are solved by communication. Timber harvest is the source of income
related to this discourse and the financial target is always achieved successfully.
The discourse executes forest management by thinning, wood production, small
scale, climate smart and rejuvenation. The focus on climate, amongst others
through small scale and climate smart as types of forest management, arises
within this discourse. References to small scale as a type of forest management
can be found in various statements:
“You have to make trade-offs for each section and that is very small-scale, very
labor-intensive, but with that high-quality, really a lot more technical forest
management.” (C. Hartman, personal communication, November 26, 2021)
“We really focus on biodiversity, on small-scale forest management, and that is
per location. That is tailor-made, extremely tailor-made.” (M. Bergen, personal
communication, December 6, 2021)
Climate smart as a type of forest management can be seen in the statement of
E.J. Mooiweer (personal communication, November 15, 2021):
“(…) with a view to climate change, I also look whether we should keep it this
way or should we perhaps introduce other species in a number of places or go
to a different type of forest.”

“(…) how do you deal with climate change, i.e. both mitigation and adaptation.
Nowadays it is very much about making sure you have the right tree and shrub
species in your forest. So you just see a gradual transformation to climate-smart
species, climate-smart forest management. Working hard on soil vitality, also
working with rich litter types so that you create a vital soil that can absorb the
extremes of the climate, i.e. the extreme period of drought, but also extreme
precipitation. So that in both cases you do not get extreme erosion, but also
ensures that you can retain nutrients as well as possible.”
S. Wijdeven (personal communication, November 9, 2021) combines the two ideas
in one statement:
“(…) we try to pre-sort to the changing climate, therefore introduce some more
species, an even higher degree of mixing, possibly with other species.”
This idea of variation within the forest sometimes in combination with more native
species is also referred to by other respondents:
“(…) we as managers are transforming that forest into an unevenly aged,
structured, mixed, indigenous and preferably deciduous forest.” (J. Rots, personal
communication, November 23, 2021)
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This is consistent with the ideas behind this management as they include climate
resilience and the variation within the forest sometimes in combination with more
native species. The idea of climate resilience is brought forward by D. Borgman
(personal communication, December 1, 2021):

“(…) we also aim for more mixing, increasing the proportion of native wood, so the
exotics are gradually being eliminated (…)” (R. Terhürne, personal communication,
December 21, 2021)
Challenges that are part of this discourse are policy-practice, money, climate
change, role of state/province/municipality, space in the Netherlands, nitrogen/
acidification and wildlife (management). This discourse thus includes all possible
challenges mentioned by the respondents. Many statements about these challenges
were made in relation to climate resilience, of which some are illustrated here. The
challenge of policy-practice became clear in the statement of J. Rots (personal
communication, November 23, 2021):
“You can easily write down that forests must be climate-proof, but the route to
get there can go in all directions (…)”
This challenge also appears together with the challenge of money:
“(…) that [combination of recreation, wood production and nature] clashes if you
want to go towards that Forest Strategy, there is a huge clash, because money
flows only go to nature and very extreme to nature.” (R. Philipsen, personal
communication, December 15, 2021)
Multiple other statements about the challenge of money were made:

“(…) the main ambition of the Forest Strategy is in fact to make forests more
climate-proof, well, we are also working on that ourselves. I would like to
have the resources for that. The ambition has been formulated in the Forest
Strategy, but I think the money is not yet or hardly available for that. (…) we
just need money to indeed introduce new species here and we need money to
put wildlife protection measures, such as grids, in place.” (S. Wijdeven, personal
communication, November 9, 2021)
The third challenge is climate change and is a much discussed topic among
respondents.
“[The main challenge is] actually to make the forest sufficiently resilient in the
time that remains to us (…) in the context of climate change. (…) we now really
have to look at how do we organize the forest, what are the options for making
the forest climate-proof.” (J. Rots, personal communication, November 23, 2021)
“[Climate change and drought] is not only [present] in the forest, it is also in our
nature reserves. You see it especially on the high sandy soils, where groundwater
levels have subsided. (…) we will manage, but if that beech avenue has to be
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“[Looking at] existing forest I see that there is very little money for revitalization,
also in the Nature program [Programma Natuur] for example. It’s there, but it’s
going to take a long time. I think that’s a shame, a missed opportunity, because
if we really think that we should work on CO2 sequestration and so on, then we
should have looked at existing forest much earlier and there must be money for
that.” (R. Nijzink, personal communication, December 20, 2021)

replaced at some point, should we have to go for beech or should we go more for
linden in that place; something that is a bit more climate-proof for that place.”
(E.J. Mooiweer, personal communication, November 15, 2021)
Another challenge arises when looking at the space in the Netherlands:
“(…) if you look at the land planning now, it has simply been focused on
dewatering for the past 50 years. And we now see the consequences of this
in many of our forest areas, that to drain an agricultural area, a deep ditch
runs straight through the forest, which also drains the forest.” (J. Rots, personal
communication, November 23, 2021)
Finally, challenging for the Climate resilience discourse is also wildlife (management):
“(…) we actually only have five tree species here and that is of course quite
fragile. I would like to have many more, but I do not have them because all
starting deciduous trees are immediately nibbled away by those big grazers
here.” (M. Bruggemans, personal communication, November 25, 2021)
The government and contractors or timber buyers are parties involved in this
forest management discourse, but none of the parties have an influence on the
forest management of these respondents.

To deal with (a conflict with) opposing parties communication is used. The most
important laws and regulations this discourse has to deal with are Natura2000 and
the Law Nature Protection. These laws and regulations help or hinder respondents
to protect nature. The following statement represents how the Law Nature
Protection hinders the protection of nature:
“I always look at it much more on a scale of ecosystems and populations, as
long as we ensure that those populations can continue to exist sustainably,
then I think we are doing well. (…) But the law now focuses almost on the
individual level, while I think you have to judge on the population level and on
the ecosystem level.” (S. Wijdeven, personal communication, November 9, 2021)
Lastly, local residents and users of the forest are involved by being informed by
the forest owners and managers.

4.2.4 Small scale discourse
The fourth and final forest management discourse is the Small scale discourse.
This discourse is not very different from the other discourses in the sense that
it combines wood production, nature and recreation in an integrated way and
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“(…) we ourselves have the most important input in what we do with forest
management and we listen to what is happening around us and we explain
why we do things, but in principle we maintain the way we execute our forest
management, because we assume that what we do is correct.” (B. de Jong,
personal communication, November 30, 2021)

that timber harvest is the main source of income. The financial target is always
achieved successfully and potential conflicts would be solved by communication.
It also includes the small scale focus of the climate resilience discourse. However,
in contrast to the other discourses, this discourse can be characterized by
encompassing many types of forest management including tree marking, thinning,
wood production, introducing species, small groups felling, small scale, quality
(wood), selection forest, rejuvenation and duty of care.
Many respondents mentioned tree marking:
“(…) the managers then go around in the blocks that are next to see if and what
can be [tree] marked (…)” (R. Terhürne, personal communication, December 21,
2021)
“(…) every year we get to work in one part and those who do the tree marking
look at the locations within the work block where we are actually going to do
something. So even within the work block you have whole parts that remain
untreated (…)” (A. Visser-Winterink, personal communication, November 16, 2021)
“(…) we make a tree marking instruction in our head and that differs per location
(…)” (M. Bergen, personal communication, December 6, 2021)
Sometimes this tree marking is mentioned in combination with small scale forest
management:

“(…) if in doubt [while tree marking], I just leave it standing, because in 4 years
I will be there again, then it will be next in 4 years. So we do very small-scale,
very reluctant [management] and we will continue to do so.” (H. Zwart, personal
communication, December 15, 2021)
Besides, this discourse includes the forest management type of introducing
species. For example:
“We are really looking into whether we can possibly already introduce other
species. That is an investment, but I think it is very sensible in the long term.” (S.
Wijdeven, personal communication, November 9, 2021)
A statement that includes both small group felling and quality (wood) as types
of forest management was also made by S. Wijdeven (personal communication,
November 9, 2021):
“We do (…) also a little bigger, say small groups felling, so that individuals
grow up together and achieve slightly better quality with natural pruning without
having to make a lot of investment.”
The focus on small scale is clearly evident in the following statements. Small scale
is brought forward as a type of management in combination with quality (wood):
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“(…) when we are in charge and put the dots [to mark the trees], we will no
longer make large groups.” (M. Bruggemans, personal communication, November
25, 2021)

“(…) you are now seeing a kind of turnaround in Dutch forest management, that
people are going to work on a smaller scale and better focus on quality, instead
of bulk wood (…)” (C. Hartman, personal communication, November 26, 2021)
Small scale as a type of forest management is also brought forward in
combination with both quality (wood) and selection forest by S. Wijdeven (personal
communication, November 9, 2021):
“[Forest functions are combined] by working very carefully and on a small scale.
(…) We really look from place to place to see what is here, what does this tree
do, what does it provide us? And if it has a positive contribution, it may stay and
if another [tree] is more beautiful and one stands in the way, then the other will
go. That is in fact very simply said. And we do that on a very small scale, so (…)
more selection, small-scale group felling (…)”
Additionally, the forest management type of quality (wood) is discussed by D.
Borgman (personal communication, December 1, 2021):
“You can have a management that is very strongly focused on the production of
quality wood, so where you really start working with, for example, the QD method
and select the top trees and prune them and release them on time and focus on
top wood quality and try to market that.”
The existence of selection forest is stated by multiple respondents:

“There are also Douglas forests that are all perfectly straight and from which
you can continuously harvest sawn timber. That will become a kind of selection
forest, because when you cut it out you only have sawn timber, you no longer
have to plant, just seeing it getting more mixed with natural rejuvenation.” (R.
Philipsen, personal communication, December 15, 2021)
This discourse furthermore emphasizes duty of care as a type of forest management:
“(…) the duty of care is something that you as tree owners have to deal with.
In the places where we have a lot of visitors, the duty of care is really an item,
so we do the tree checks so that it is safe (…)” (A. Visser-Winterink, personal
communication, November 16, 2021)
The ideas behind this management include a forest climate, timber harvest,
climate resilience and the variation within the forest sometimes in combination
with more native species.
Maintaining or managing a forest climate is one of the ideas underlying this Small
scale discourse:
“We have actually always maintained a forest climate, but we also try to have
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“That’s actually what I’ve already started; the selection forest, so continuous
forest. Trying to maintain a forest climate everywhere. Mainly harvesting in
somewhat thicker diameters, so that you have a natural diameter spread per
stand.” (M. Bruggemans, personal communication, November 25, 2021)

several generations standing next to or below each other from place to place.
No large open spaces.” (S. Wijdeven, personal communication, November 9, 2021)
“Forest remains forest, a forest climate is leading. So the forest has to stay closed,
we really want to keep a screen [scherm].” (C. Hartman, personal communication,
November 26, 2021)
The idea of variation within the forest sometimes in combination with more native
species is also discussed:
“(…) you can get a lot of variation on a very small scale. And that makes the work
more complex, but the forest more varied and also more stable in the long term.”
(C. Hartman, personal communication, November 26, 2021)
“How does this forest score on mixing, is this a mixed forest? That’s a very
important question. How does this forest score on structure, horizontally and
vertically? That’s an indicator.” (M. Bergen, personal communication, December
6, 2021)
Challenges that are part of this discourse are policy-practice, money, climate
change, role of state/province/municipality and wildlife (management). The
challenge of policy-practice was brought forward by many respondents:

“(…) that Forest Strategy has a code of conduct of 0.5 hectare. I can barely work
with that, because that is only such a small gap (…)” (R. Philipsen, personal
communication, December 15, 2021)
This challenge was sometimes mentioned along with the challenge of money:
“Here in the Netherlands, of course, we get the Subsidy System for Nature and
Landscape (…) this includes a standard cost price per management intervention
in nature reserves. (…) However, that is not always proportional to your actual
costs that you have to incur.” (C. Hartman, personal communication, November
26, 2021)
Additionally, the role of state/province/municipality was stated as a challenge by
E.J. Mooiweer (personal communication, November 15, 2021):
“(…) in the end, the stacking of functions will also be considered and that also
depends, for example, on the level of your management subsidy. That you have
to look much more at what a place needs than trying to divide it into boxes. (…)
then we sometimes make the choice as site manager that we say well let’s go
a little more in a lighter package, because then we simply have less regulatory
burden on us or we are less coordinated in which direction you have to go. And
then it may not be in proportion to the actual management costs, but at least
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“What you see is that if you start working with water and soil and then look at
what is still possible, (…) there is literally a line that separates [agriculture and
nature], because that is how policy works. You run into that [agriculture and
nature] both suffer from each other.” (J. Rots, personal communication, November
23, 2021)

then we have freedom to do what we want with the forest.”
The government, local residents and volunteers are parties involved in this forest
management discourse. The involvement of volunteers in forest management is
brought forward by S. Wijdeven (personal communication, November 9, 2021):
“(…) we also have a number of people who inventory all kinds of things (…).
We have good people, volunteers who enthusiastically keep an eye on all the
mushrooms and beetles and stuff.” (S. Wijdeven, personal communication,
November 9, 2021)
Also, C. Hartman (personal communication, November 26, 2021) stated this
involvement:
“(…) they walk there with thirty volunteers all year round, so they see every detail
in that forest. They provide very important input, because they can approach that
level of detail that I just cannot do, not even with my own people.”
The party seen as the most opposing or furthest away are action groups. To deal
with (a conflict with) opposing parties communication is used. C. Hartman (personal
communication, November 26, 2021) made a clear statement about where he
stands in relation to action groups:

The most important laws and regulations this discourse has to deal with are FSC
and PEFC, Natura2000 and the Law Nature Protection. These laws and regulations
help or hinder respondents to protect nature. Several respondents referred to the
FSC certification:
“(…) the certification is of course not a hard law in itself, but it is a kind of
framework for us too. The FSC standard also includes things that we simply have
to comply with.” (R. Terhürne, personal communication, December 21, 2021)
“But we comply with the FSC quality mark, we are FSC certified, so we do that in
a very sustainable way.” (H. Zwart, personal communication, December 15, 2021)
In addition to being informed, local resident and users of the forest are also
taken on excursions and may participate to be involved in forest management.
References to excursions can be found in various statements:
“We often have a kind of tour that we make before [wood exploitation], where
we invite local residents to walk along in this if necessary, so that we can also
give text and explanation of what is going to happen.” (B. de Jong, personal
communication, November 30, 2021)
“For example, if we are going to thin somewhere, (…) then before harvest starts,
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“(…) they have a certain point of view: “Every tree you saw is one too many”.
That’s fine, but we are never going to be friends. They say we do it based on the
interest of the area. Yes, we also manage based on the interest of the area; there
is no land owner who destroys his own area. (…) And we look at the medium and
long term and they look very much at the here and now (…)”

if desired, we will organize an excursion with a group of interested citizens to
see; this is what we are going to do, what do you think?” (H. Zwart, personal
communication, December 15, 2021)
Furthermore, participating was brought forward in combination with an excursion
by M. Bergen (personal communication, December 6, 2021):
“(…) very occasionally I even do a thinning with the public, I did that two years
ago in Doorn where it was a forest where the expectation of hassle was high, so
I did an excursion and a joint thinning.”

4.3 DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES
BETWEEN DISCOURSES
Many similarities and several differences between the four discourses were found.

4.3.1 Similarities between discourses
Table 5 provides an overview of similarities between the four discourses found.
Similarities were found within and among different categories (see Appendix E for
illustrative quotes). As this table shows, the Climate resilience discourse has most
similarities with other discourses.

Timber
harvest
discourse

Nature
following
discourse

Climate
resilience
discourse

Small
scale
discourse

Forest functions:
• Wood production
• Nature
• Recreation

X

X

X

X

Forest functions combined:
Integration

X

X

X

X

Source of income: Timber harvest

X

X

X

X

Financial target: Achieve success

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Similarities/Discourses

Solve conflict: Communication
Types of forest management:
• Thinning
• Wood production
• Rejuvenation

X

X
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Table 5. Similarities between the four forest management discourses.

Table 5 Continued. Similarities between the four forest management discourses
Nature
following
discourse

Types of forest management: Small
scale
Idea behind forest management:
Timber harvest

Climate
resilience
discourse

Small
scale
discourse

X

X

X

X

Idea behind forest management:
Variation within the forest sometimes
in combination with more native
species

X

Idea behind forest management:
Climate resilience
Challenges:
• Policy-practice
• Money
• Climate change
• Wildlife (management)

X

Challenge: Role of state/province/
municipality

X

Challenge: Space in the Netherlands

X

X

Challenge: Nitrogen/acidification

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Party: Government

X

X

Party: Contractors/timber buyers

X

Party opposing solve: Communication

X

X

X

X

Laws and regulations:
• Natura2000
• Law Nature Protection

X

X

X

X

Laws and regulations help or hinder:
Protect nature

X

X

X

X

Local residents and users of the
forest: Being informed

X

X

X

X

X

4.3.2 Differences between discourses
This section focuses on the major differences between the discourses. One of
the things that stand out is the dichotomy of the discourses Timber harvest and
Nature following through the code categories of ‘Ideas behind management’ and
‘Wood market role’, as can be seen in figure 18. Many respondents that mentioned
nature following as an idea behind their forest management also mentioned the
timber market not having an important role in their management. Contrasting to
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Similarities/Discourses

Timber
harvest
discourse

Figure 18. Sankey diagram of several codes of the categories ‘Ideas behind forest
management’ and ‘Wood market role’
Figure 19 shows another contrast between the ideas of the Timber harvest
discourse and the Nature following discourse. The idea behind the Timber harvest
discourse is timber harvest, which is contrasting to the ideas of the Nature
following discourse as these are nature following and vitality.
Lastly, the contrast between the type of forest management of the Nature following
discourse and the Small scale discourse can be seen in figure 20. The type of
forest management behind the Nature following discourse is natural development,
contrasting to this are the types of forest management behind the Small scale
discourse, which are small groups fellings and selection forest.
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this, many respondents that mentioned timber harvest as an idea behind their
forest management also mentioned the timber market having an important role
in their management.

Results

Figure 19. Sankey diagram of several codes of the category ‘Ideas behind forest
management’

Figure 20. Sankey diagram of several codes of the category ‘Type of forest
management’
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4.4 VIEW ON THE FOREST STRATEGY
This subchapter discusses the view of respondents, forest owners and managers
as well as policy implementors, towards the Dutch Forest Strategy.

4.4.1 Policy implementors view Triple I / Forest Strategy
Besides the climate point of view (i.e. the role of forests in the climate debate),
finding a solution to the tension that exists between the biodiversity challenge
and climate challenge was mentioned as the main reason for drawing up a
Forest Strategy for the Netherlands. Both policy implementors emphasized the
biodiversity of the forest and its function to capture CO2. The implementors thus
reaffirm the focus of the Forest Strategy as described earlier, namely biodiversity
and climate change.

According to the policy implementors, there will not be a lot of tension between
(new) functions due to the Forest Strategy. One of the policy implementors stated
that more tension between functions as a result of the Forest Strategy will be tried
to be avoided by optimizing those functions based on where you are in the country.
This policy implementor stated that the biggest tension is between cutting down
trees (bio-based side) and the nature side. However, the other policy implementor
did not know if the tension between different forms of forest management (natural
forest, forest with production, pure production forest) will increase.
It was also clear that the parties the Forest Strategy has to deal with most regarding
forest management, according to both policy implementors, are the provinces and
terrain managers. One of the policy implementors stated that terrain managers
have the greatest influence on the forest management and the provinces may
have more influence on the strategy (by means of money).
Lastly, the Law Nature Protection was mentioned as one of the most important laws
and regulations the Forest Strategy has to deal with. Both policy implementors also
mentioned the Environmental Law [Omgevingswet] in the making as important, as
it has a lot of influence on whether you may or may not plant forest. According
to one of the policy implementors the legislation in itself is not a hindrance, but
municipalities simply have to ensure that they have their spatial agenda in order.
According to the other policy implementor the law may help or hinder the Forest
Strategy and it really depends on the people who are in control.
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One of the policy implementors mentioned forest for the future as the main goal
of the Forest Strategy: “In any case, that we have forest now but also in the
future that is useful for society (...)” (M. van der Veen, personal communication,
December 9, 2021). This refers to the main goal of the Forest Strategy (“healthy,
future-proof and socially valued forests”). The other policy implementor stated that
there are four main goals of the Forest Strategy: realizing new forest to capture
CO2, revitalizing existing forest and with that increase biodiversity, stimulating the
recreational function and stimulating the biobased economy. This refers to some
of the (forest management) ambitions from the Forest Strategy.

The influencing of people by sermons (information instruments), as the Forest
Strategy was mentioned before, seems to be justified by the policy implementors
of the Forest Strategy. They mentioned the involvement of respondents in organized
sessions (transfer of knowledge) and the province as the party with the greatest
influence on the Strategy (in terms of money) (persuasion).

4.4.2 View on involvement
All respondents are aware of the existence of the Forest Strategy and most of
them are well aware of its content. Most of the respondents contribute(d) to
the Forest Strategy. A majority did this by participating in organized sessions.
Some respondents helped drafting the Strategy or wrote advice and others already
imbed arrangements of the Strategy.
Many respondents were neutral about their participation in the organized sessions:
“(…) there has been sufficient opportunity [to participate] and where we thought
we could provide added value, we did.” (D. Borgman, personal communication,
December 1, 2021)
However, the organized sessions were sometimes experienced as not very useful
as can be seen in box 2.

“We have been involved in the Forest Strategy, as have many other parties who
(wanted to) think something of it. It was a bit like a Polish Land day. In other words,
the ministry can at least say that we have been heard and our comments were one
of many.” (Anonymous, e-mail, November 24, 2021)
supports
“Well, at least we had the opportunity with those meetings that were organized to
think along that you could make your voice heard. But it was a very broad procedure
with many different parties sitting around the table, which made me wonder what
the result of that meeting would be. Because there are such broad, broad opinions
from people who really didn’t have knowledge of the forest at all (…). This also
offered the authors of the Forest Strategy the opportunity to write, say, what they
wanted to write. Because you have all the viewpoints in it, so you can choose a bit
from it. I mean I think it’s important that you hear different parties, but certainly
with a Forest Strategy, a policy document, I still think that forest management is
really a profession and that you should also give the professionals an important
voice with it. And it should not weigh as heavily as, well, perhaps interest groups
that in some cases are less educated, so to speak, but have a very high impact
factor.” (S. Wijdeven, personal communication, November 9, 2021)

All respondents who knew about the involvement of their organization said that
they have been involved enough in the Forest Strategy, despite the (sometimes)
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BOX 2. Statements of respondents regarding the usefulness of the organized sessions.

limited use of their knowledge. This is in line with the statements of both policy
implementors of the Forest Strategy as they stated that forest managers have
become sufficiently involved in the (drafting of the) Forest Strategy. Also, they
think that the contribution of forest managers contributed constructively and is
taken seriously (M. van der Veen, personal communication, December 9, 2021; H.
Koenders, personal communication, December 14, 2021).

Most respondents mentioned that their current management fits (very) well within
the ideas of the Forest Strategy. However, one of the policy implementors does not
think that forest management, as it is currently being carried out, is sufficiently
future-proof. According to them this is mainly due to the nitrogen problem and the
climate problem, which make it difficult to keep the forest healthy for the future.
This is contrary to what the other policy implementor stated, as they do think
that the current forest management is sufficiently future-proof. This is because
they think that forest managers already work more small-scale than it was ten or
twenty years ago and that there is more mixing in the forest, also with species that
are a bit more resilient to the circumstances (nitrogen and climate). Furthermore,
the policy implementors of the Forest Strategy mentioned climate change and
shifting climate zones as the main challenge forest managers will face in the
future. Subsequently, one of them mentioned that the Forest Strategy should
make it possible for forests to become climate-proof. Both policy implementors
stated that the biggest change regarding forest management expectations in the
Forest Strategy compared to before the publication of the Forest Strategy is the
mixture of forest for the vitality and resilience of the forest. Furthermore, one policy
implementor also mentioned the movement to smaller scale and working more
with genetic material, which is perhaps better armed against these environmental
conditions. The Forest Strategy means a change of functions that forest managers
should now focus on. According to one of the policy implementors, this focus shifts
to natural forest which increases the biodiversity and decreases wood production.
The possibility to work with farmers to realize landscape elements or agroforestry
and combine this with a recreational function was also mentioned. There are
however gaps between these expectations and current forest management
according to the policy implementors. According to them, the main ideas behind
the management to be implemented are connecting old forests to strengthen the
biodiversity and allow all the functions (CO2 capture, nature, recreation, biobased
economy) to come into their own.

4.4.4 View on ambitions
Of all respondents, half stated that there are no ambitions of the Forest Strategy
not aligned with their current management. The other half stated that the ambition
of more forest is not in line with their current management. Some respondents do
not see space available for new forest:
“(…) we could plant the heather full [with forest], but of course heather also
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4.4.3 View on forest management

has its value, also from a European perspective, so that balance is good in my
opinion. (…) if we had had the space for [forest expansion], I am sure we would
have done that too.” (M. Bruggemans, personal communication, November 25,
2021)
“(…) that [ambition of] new forest, well we have nothing to do with that. (…) I
mean we do not have the physical space.” (S. Wijdeven, personal communication,
November 9, 2021)
This is in line with the thoughts of both policy implementors of the Forest Strategy
as they both mentioned the ‘battle’ for space in the Netherlands. Also, one of them
emphasized that forest has to weigh heavily in relation to the other functions, the
importance of forest should be recognized. They also stated that those 19.000
hectares outside the NNN is quite a lot, so they cannot fully estimate yet how far
they will get there.
Other respondents see a challenge in terms of money needed for the realization
of more forest:

“Whether you like it or not, in the Netherlands we think forest land is worthless.
If I have agricultural land I get 60-70.000 euros per hectare these days (…)
and forest land is still 10 or 15.000 euros, so you have to compensate for that
difference in asset value [if you want to realize new forest]. Then you have to get
the construction costs, because it costs a lot of money to plant scions in your
forest, plus a bit of care to let it go, so that includes a management fee. And I
do not see that combination delivered in the Forest Strategy yet.” (E.J. Mooiweer,
personal communication, November 15, 2021)
“What I do see, and that differs per province in the execution [of the ambitions
of the Forest Strategy] so to speak, that the financing basis for new forest and
new landscape elements and all that sort of things is very brief, especially in the
devaluation of agricultural land to nature. Some provinces are now very active
with this and they have developed or are developing instruments for this, but at
the national level this is actually not organized; not present. And if that is not
or insufficiently working out and there is also too little coordination nationally,
then the ambition of those 37.000 hectares will never be realized, so to speak.”
(D. Borgman, personal communication, December 1, 2021)
One of the policy implementors does not think that money is a challenge. They
think there is enough money available. This view is different from that of the other
policy implementor as they stated that there is some money for the execution,
but not everything is covered yet. They acknowledged that the revitalization of
the forests will generate more costs, but think that there should and will be
subsidies in return. Small-scale management as mentioned by one of the policy
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“(…) if we just start counting on it, then the only question is: Where is that big
bag of money to realize [more forest]? Because you need land for that [forest
expansion]. Well that land now, if it is not yet forest or nature, is a multiple of
what forest land is worth and who is going to pay for that devaluation?” (J. Rots,
personal communication, November 23, 2021)

implementors is also acknowledged to be more expensive than when you cut down
large plains. According to them, this will be reimbursed. The devaluation of land
as a challenge was mentioned by this policy implementor, which is in line with the
statements of the forest managers above. Finally, they stated (as a challenge) that
the management for forests outside the NNN has not yet been arranged, while
they think that nobody wants to participate in new forest if they do not receive a
management fee for it, so this still has to be arranged.
Besides the challenges of more forest and money needed for the realization of more
forest one of the policy implementors furthermore thinks that forest managers are
not eager to realize natural forests or manage the forest more naturally. Reason
for this is “to spread the risks a bit and then not be purely dependent on the
government, but also to have a source of income from the market and from wood”
(M. van der Veen, personal communication, December 9, 2021). Additionally, they
also mentioned that there is also a lot of resistance to the fact that logging areas
[kapvlaktes] may not exceed 0.5 hectares. The other policy implementor thought
the felling of trees in the Forest Strategy was emphasized too much in terms of
communication.
Lastly , most of the respondents indicated that they won’t adjust their management
in response to the Forest Strategy. A lot of these respondents state that nothing
can make them adjust their management, because their management is already
quite aligned with the strategy. This is in line with the thoughts of one of the policy
implementors who thinks that forest managers will not adjust their management
rigorous, but thinks that what has been set in motion, will be continued.

Not everywhere, but in the places where you can revitalize, one policy
implementor thinks that many managers want to do that, because many also see
for themselves that it is very important to make your forest climate-proof. They
feel more resistance from the managers when it comes to natural forests than
when it comes to revitalization. Finally, this policy implementor mentioned that
they think that forest managers are going to adjust their forest management to
make it more climate-proof because they have that helping hand now (money).
This corresponds with multiple respondents that mention finance as a (potential)
reason to change their management in response to the Forest Strategy. R. Nijzink
(personal communication, December 20, 2021) made a clear statement about this:
“(…) I can imagine that there is still some more momentum to come in the
vitalization of this forest. We could speed things up a bit if financial resources
were made available for that.”
As the discourses show, the pragmatic effectiveness (valuable social impact) of the
Forest Strategy does not have a huge impact on the forest owners and managers.
Without this effectiveness the Strategy will not be able to give affect to its stated
goals (Bali et al., 2019).
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“It is mainly the course and direction in [the Forest Strategy] which [the forest
managers] actually already endorse, what they were already working on, and
that continues.” (H. Koenders, personal communication, December 14, 2021)

5

Discussion
This chapter reflects on the results (5.1), the theory underlying this research (5.2)
and the methodology used (5.3).

5.1 REFLECTION ON RESULTS
5.1.1 Forest discourses

Despite the fact that wood production and harvest in the Netherlands is often
considered to be marginalized (Verbij, 2008; Edwards et al., 2022; Oosterbaan,
Van den Berg & Schelhaas, 2007), this research shows that a Timber harvest
discourse still exists. Hence, this implies that for some Dutch forest owners and
managers wood production and wood harvest is still, or perhaps again, important.
These owners and their management are therefore already in line with the ideas
in the Dutch Action Plan Forest and Wood, which states that we should invest
immediately in more forest, more wood production and smarter us of wood
(Platform Hout, Natuur & Milieu and VBNE, 2016). The Dutch Action Plan Forest
and Wood is a joint effort of forest owners, wood producers and processors, paper
and cardboard industry, pallet companies, construction companies, the recycling
industry, bio-energy producers and nature and environmental organizations to
realize an optimal chain and thus relevant for the Forest Strategy.
In contrast to the Timber harvest discourse, which may be considered to be
somewhat of a surprise in view of historical developments in the Netherlands, the
Nature following and Small scale discourses are less of a surprise in the sense that
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A total of four different discourses were found in this research, i.e. Timber harvest
discourse, Climate resilience discourse, Nature following discourse and Small
scale discourse. The first two discourses focus more on the provision of certain
Ecosystem Services, i.e. what exactly is the objective of forest management,
whereas the other two discourses focus more on forest management aspects, i.e.
how the forest is managed.

in Dutch forestry small-scale oriented forest management has a long tradition,
starting already in the 1970s (Hoogstra-Klein, Brukas & Wallin, 2017; Nabuurs et
al., 2001). Interesting is that two different discourses can be distinguished despite
that the concepts of nature and small-scale management are often combined in
the concept of integrated management (Mohren & Vodde, 2006). In this study, the
Nature following discourse has a focus on natural development, where the Small
scale discourse includes a small scale focus and many types of management.
A reason for two separate discourses might be that the concept of integrated
forest management, as also observed by Hoogstra, Brukas and Wallin (2017), is
a very broad concept, encompassing different interpretations. This study shows
perfectly that such a broad concept can be an umbrella term covering different
forest management approaches. It also shows that a nature following management
approach not always indicates a small-scale orientation, and vice versa. The
concept of integrated forest management is also a part of the Dutch Action Plan
Forest and Wood (Platform Hout, Natuur & Milieu and VBNE, 2016).

5.1.2 Relation with Forest Strategy
The results (i.e. the forest management discourses) show that many ambitions from
the Forest Strategy are already accounted for with current forest management.
However, not all ambitions of the Forest Strategy could be linked to the discourses
found. Table 6 shows which forest management ambitions of the Forest Strategy
are in line with which discourses.
The Nature following discourse fits the Forest Strategy in terms of ‘creating climate
proof forest’, as the IPO and Ministry of LNV (2020b) stated the aim to achieve
more (self-regulating) natural forests in the Forest Strategy in this ambition. The
Climate resilience and Small scale discourse also fit this ambition from the Forest
Strategy with variation within the forest, rejuvenation and introducing species as
ideas and types of forest management. Additionally, these three discourses all
fit the ambition of ‘stimulating more natural forest, climate proof forest, high
forest biodiversity’. As recreation was mentioned by almost every respondent,
it eventually played a role in all four discourses. However, as the results show,
the majority of conflicts arise with recreation. The challenge of the ambition of
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The discourse on Climate resilience is not a surprising result. The study of Edwards
et al. (2022), for example, already observed that in the Netherlands recently
forestry entered the climate change discourse. In this discourse the main priority
for forests is on climate change adaptation and mitigation, although other ES
are also considered. This is also what this research found. The efforts of the
government to be involved in such a discourse is seen in all kind of projects
focusing on climate resilience. For example, several pilots were carried out within
the frame of the ‘Climate Envelope Forest, Nature and Wood’ project, financed
by the Ministry of LNV (Lerink et al., 2019). The aim of these pilots is to develop a
toolbox, which serves as a knowledge base for managers, policy makers and other
stakeholders on information for climate-smart forest and nature management
(Lerink et al., 2020; WUR & Probos, 2022). The Climate resilience discourse is also
in line with the Dutch Action Plan.

Table 6. The ambitions for 2030 of the Dutch Forest Strategy related to forest
management and their relation to forest management discourses: X = In line
Nature
following
discourse

Climate
resilience
discourse

Small
scale
discourse

Creating climate proof forest

X

X

X

Stimulating more natural forest,
climate proof forest, high forestbiodiversity

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ambition 2030 regarding
forest management

Timber
harvest
discourse

3.400 hectares compensation
deforestation through nature
transformation N2000
15.000 hectares forest expansion
within Nature Network Netherlands
Improvement of connection of
forests

X

Use of wood

X

Implementing communication
involvement and participation

X

X
X

X

X

‘decreasing recreational pressure’ is thus in line with the discourses. Furthermore,
the Small scale discourse fits the ‘use of wood’ ambition in terms of quality (wood)
as a type of forest management. The Timber harvest discourse fits this ambition
with respect to the increasing demand for woody materials (i.e. biobased raw
materials). In the discourse this is reflected through the idea of timber harvest
and the role of the wood market. Lastly, in all four discourses the category of
involvement of local residents and users of the forest in forest management was
brought forward which resembled the ambition of ‘implementing communication,
involvement and participation’. The ambition of ‘improvement of connection of
forests’ is not directly supported by a discourse, but some respondents seemed to
support this ambition through landscape elements (see chapter 4.1.2). This could
be meaningful in future forest management discourse research.
Several challenges included in the discourses (i.e. climate change, acidification
and wildlife (management)) also appeared in the Forest Strategy. The challenge
of water management was also mentioned in the Forest Strategy, but was only
mentioned by a few respondents. This is remarkable, because water management
has a big impact on the forests and forest management.
The discourses fit the Forest Strategy on several levels, but there are also gaps.
This is already apparent from the analysis of the discourses above in relation
to the ambitions, but also from what the managers themselves indicated. Half
of the respondents indicated that they did not consider the ambitions of the
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Decreasing recreational pressure

5.1.3 Relevance for practice
The four discourses are in line with the literature and to a large extent fir the
ambitions of the Forest Strategy. These discourses are performed continuously.
However, to what extent the Forest Strategy provides a new strategy for Dutch
forest management should be discussed.
The challenges both respondents and the Forest Strategy mention need urgent
attention in forest conservation. Solutions need to be developed that have a local,
regional or national approach, e.g. an area-oriented approach will be necessary
with the challenge of water management. Furthermore, the ambitions regarding
climate proof forest are not surprising to field of forest management and are
already being worked on for a long time. These therefore do not provide any new
information to forest managers, but may be mentioned in the Forest Strategy in
order to communicate their importance to the general public. The same applies
to the ambition of decreasing recreational pressure, as forest managers have
enough experience to know what is happening in their forest and how to deal
with this. The text is therefore partly superfluous for them. Additionally, the forest
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Forest Strategy in line with current forest management. Also interesting to
see is that there seems to be an even larger gap between forest management
practice and policy as some suggestions proposed in the Dutch Forest Strategy
are not what the managers experience as a good solution (e.g. the transformation
of grassland into forests) or as a problem they are not already working on (e.g.
the rather uniform tree composition and age structure mentioned in the Forest
Strategy). Furthermore, the Forest Strategy describes that “at this moment, the
opportunities for the development of a rich forest biodiversity in most Dutch
forests are underutilized” (IPO and Ministerie van LNV, 2020b, p. 23). Although there
is not explained in the Forest Strategy when such an opportunity is sufficiently
utilized, the respondents showed that they are constantly developing their forests
towards more biodiversity and adjust their management accordingly thus refuting
this statement. These results, in combination with ambitions that are considered
‘challenging’ by both forest management practice and the policy implementors (i.e.
deforestation compensation and forest expansion), raise the question whether the
process of developing the Forest Strategy in cooperation with the forest owners
and managers was performed sufficiently. The results also indicated that, although
most of the respondents contribute(d) to the Forest Strategy and indicated to be
involved sufficiently, the quality of their input was sometimes experienced to be
downplayed. The legitimacy and salience of this process may explain (part of)
the gap found. According to Zelditch (in Jost & Major, 2001, p. 33) “something
is legitimate if it is in accord with the norms, values, beliefs, practices, and
procedures accepted by a group”. The group (forest owners and forest managers)
was mostly involved through participation in organized sessions, which can be
considered a procedure. As could be seen in the quotes of several respondents
that participated (4.4.2), this procedure didn’t fit their needs. The political salience
of forest owners and managers during this process was perceived as inadequate
by some of the respondents. The low legitimacy and salience of the process may
have resulted in a suboptimal involvement of policy takers.

managers already have major knowledge on the use of wood and implementing
communication, involvement and participation with local residents and users of
the forest.
However, the ambitions of the Forest Strategy that were not mentioned by the
respondents or not in line with the responses of the different forest managers
should be given extra attention. The ambition of more forest, including the
improvement of connection of forests, does not receive much support. These
ambitions will thus not be executed as a result of the Forest Strategy. Landscape
elements, which could contribute to the improvement of connection of forests,
should be studied for their potential as forest managers seem willing to work
with this (see 4.1.2). Furthermore, as forest managers are already working on a
biodiversity-rich forest, the Forest Strategy should explain when the opportunities
for the development of a rich forest biodiversity are sufficiently utilized.
This raises the question to what extent the Dutch Forest Strategy will work and
how the policy will convince the respondents to adapt their forest management
practices. Was the involvement good enough that there is such a gap? Does this
mean that the procedure should be adjusted? Maybe the Forest Strategy should
be revised, but is this even possible?

5.2 REFLECTION ON THEORY
5.2.1 Effectiveness and discourse theory

Furthermore, this study researched forest management discourses with the help of
discourse theory. A discourse is something that is constantly being performed and
created, so it is not fixed. For example, the Climate resilience discourse seems to
be relatively new, and the Timber harvest discourse an old and perhaps recreated
one. It is interesting for further research to look into which factors have influence
on the origin or re-creation of the discourses. Could these, for example, be the
influences of ‘larger’ external factors (e.g. climate change, policy change, social
developments) or rather the more individual factors (specific per organization)?
As mentioned in the theoretical framework, this study worked with the definition of
forest management discourse based on the definitions of forest discourse by Arts
et al. (2010) and forest management by Erdle and Sullivan (1998). As no literature
on forest management discourses could be found, there was no pre-established
method to approach the data analysis. With a qualitative discourse analysis analyzing
the answers of the fourteen respondents, this study was able to distinguish four
different discourses. As is the case with other qualitative methods, discourse
analysis is an interpretive process and cannot be generalized to other situations
or texts (Crowe, 2005). This is supported by Krippendorff (2018) who stated that
the categories created during content analysis are observer-independent and
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The Forest Strategy seems to be partly superfluous to forest owners and managers,
however the effectiveness still seems rather low. This raises the question whether
effectiveness should be seen more broadly than just behavioral change of targets.

replicability is limited. It is also possible that other discourses were present in
the interview transcript, but did not emerge in this study. As Crowe (2005, p. 62)
stated “qualitative research is generally concerned with discovering knowledge
through grasping an individual’s subjective experience, whilst discourse analysis
is concerned with discovering how individuals or groups construct particular
understandings in texts”. Although this study conducted individual interviews, the
results provide a general understanding since all respondents work in the same
field and have to deal with the same Forest Strategy. Nevertheless, the findings of
this study are subjective.

5.2.2 Triple I?

Climate change as an ecological process fits well for the basis of forest
management discourses as this was mentioned by multiple respondents and both
policy implementors. This shows that the ecological conditions and processes may
differ between the construction of discourses on several environmental issues.
Although Barnaud et al. (2021) stated that their framework includes the role of
ecological conditions and processes related to the environmental issue at stake,
no examples were given of such ecological conditions and processes that could
be acknowledged. This study shows that for the construction of discourses on
an environmental issue, i.e. forest management, climate change and biodiversity
dynamics could be used. Furthermore, Barnaud et al. (2021) stated to use ‘the
state of habitats’ in their study. This could, in some cases, also be of importance
for the construction of forest management discourses. Other processes that
may influence long-term forest dynamics, and therefore forest management
(discourses), include the biotic and abiotic controls operating on establishment,
growth and mortality of trees (e.g. water limitation, nutrient balance) (Fontes et al.,
2010). As mentioned by Barnaud et al. (2021), this framework was also combined
with discourse analysis by Kern (2011). However, according to Barnaud et al. (2021,
p. 65) Kern “conflated ideas with discourses (…)”, which is not in line with this
study as these concepts were held separate.
Based on the results, it appears that different discourses may occur within an
organization. Table 4 shows that the regional manager and senior policy officer of
GLK are not engaged in the same discourses. Furthermore, the lack of the Timber
harvest discourse at Staatsbosbeheer is rather striking as this organization is
well known for its wood harvest. Although this study shows the focus on nature
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The 3-I approach was used to draft the interview questions. Although this
approach enabled a broad range of questions and categories about interests,
ideas and institutions, no guidelines were present for this. The approach of
Barnaud et al. (2021), using the 3-I’s to explain the construction of discourses on
an environmental issue, fitted this study well. Interests, ideas and institutions
(social factors) were the basis for the construction of the four discourses. As
was anticipated by adjusting the original model, the results showed that climate
change and biodiversity dynamics, as ecological conditions and processes, formed
the basis for the several discourses. In the framework of Barnaud et al. (2021)
‘climate change’ was originally ‘land-use changes’.

of the forest manager of Staatsbosbeheer, it is expected that the Timber harvest
discourse will exist elsewhere in the organization. Also, as there were more
similarities than differences found among the four discourses, this may imply that
possibilities of cooperation among discourses exist.

5.2.3 New insights
This study constructed a definition of forest management discourses, as this was
not yet established in literature. The study shows that several forest management
discourses exist among forest owners and managers. Hence, it provides a guide
for data analysis of (future) forest management discourses. Although the findings
of this study are subjective, it does show that with the help of qualitative content
analysis such forest management discourses can be identified. Furthermore, it
was discussed that different ecological conditions and processes may underly the
construction of discourses on different environmental issues. Lastly, it appears that
a discourse is influenced by all kinds of external factors (such as the organization
you work in), but it also appears that different discourses may occur within an
organization.

5.3 REFLECTION ON METHODOLOGY
A limitation in the methodology of this study is the number of interviewees. Due
to a limited time availability only sixteen interviews were held, of which fourteen
were with forest owners and forest managers which contributed to the forest
management discourses. This limited number of interviews does not represent
the general situation in the Netherlands. However, despite the limited number of
interviews, this study was able to distinguish four forest management discourses
which provide useful insights into the policy-practice gap and can inspire future
research. Due to the different sizes and focusses of the organizations included,
Dutch forest management practice was represented well.
The different types of forest owners were also represented well. Public parties,
private parties and nature organizations were included. Furthermore, the types of
soils were not that varied as many of the respondents are situated on the Veluwe
with sandy soils. Lastly, gender was represented unequally, as only three of the
interviewees were female and age was, as far as I could estimate, represented
well.
The distinction between public, private and nature organizations could also be the
subject of a follow-up research. In this study all these different organizations were
included, but because of the low number of respondents no distinction could be
made in the findings. As public and private organizations differ in many aspects,
it is possible that further research will find distinctive discourses influencing for
example the amount of overlap between these organizations and the same policies
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Discussion

5.3.1 Representativity

(Boyne, 2002).
Finally, the semi-structured interviews gave the respondents and interviewer
much freedom. This however sometimes resulted in long answers from some
respondents compared to more to-the-point answers, which resulted in an
unbalanced quotation number per respondent in the results.

5.3.2 Other methodology
For answering the main research question, opportunities and challenges should be
analyzed. However, no question about opportunities existed within the interview
questions. Even though several respondents did mention solutions to the challenges
they stated before, because no specific question about solutions was asked this
resulted in a small number of responses coded within this category (Figure 11).
Ultimately this resulted in no representation of this category in the different
discourses. This category does however show that ideas about solutions exist
among respondents, further research therefore could find interesting outcomes.
Secondly, the categories of ‘Forest management name’ and ‘Difference in
management’ representing two interview questions are not included in the results
(see Appendix D). For the first category this is because no similarities between
respondents could be found in the codes and for the second category because
the question was misinterpreted by several respondents. This resulted in a lower
representation of ideas (Triple I) in the forest management discourses.

Discussion

Qualitative as well as quantitative research (e.g. quantitative survey or structured
interview) would be interesting for forest management discourses. Also, a possible
research topic could be about potential differences in forest management
discourses within an organization.
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6

Conclusion
This study examined how the forest management discourses of the targets of
the Dutch Forest Strategy compare with the thoughts on forest management
as included in the Dutch Forest Strategy. In order to answer the main research
question, first the two sub-research questions will be answered.

Four discourses were found among Dutch forest owners and managers. This
included the 1) Timber harvest discourse, which focusses on timber harvest as the
idea behind forest management and where the wood market does play a role, 2)
the Nature following discourse, which includes the ideas of nature following and
vitality, natural development as a type of forest management and emphasizes
subsidies as one of its sources of income, also the wood market does not play a
role, 3) the Climate resilience discourse, which encompasses climate resilience
as the idea behind forest management and climate smart as a type of forest
management, and 4) the Small scale discourse, which focusses on many types of
forest management such as tree marking, introducing species, small scale, quality
(wood) and selection forest, but also includes FSC & PEFC as laws and regulations,
and excursions & participation with involvement of local residents and users of
the forest.

2) How do these forest management discourses relate to the
thoughts on forest management underlying the Dutch Forest
Strategy?
The four discourses are to a large extent in line with the thoughts on forest
management underlying the Dutch Forest Strategy. This is especially the case
when it comes to ‘creating climate proof forest’, ‘stimulating more natural forest,
climate proof forest, high forest-biodiversity’, ‘decreasing recreational pressure’,
‘use of wood’, ‘implementing communication, involvement and participation’ and
the challenges of climate change, water management (or dehydration), acidification
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Conclusion

1) Which forest management discourses exist among Dutch
forest owners and managers?

and wildlife (management). However, where in the Dutch Forest Strategy there is
more attention for forest compensation, forest expansion, improvement of the
connection of forests and the challenge of monotonous tree composition and age
structure, this is little the case in the discourses. Finally, while the discourses pay
more attention to the challenges of policy-practice, money, role of state/province/
municipality and space in the Netherlands, the Dutch Forest Strategy pays little
attention to them. To increase policy effectiveness the differences should be
reduced.

To what extent are current forest management discourses
among Dutch forest owners and managers in line with
the forest management ideas underlying the Dutch Forest
Strategy and what can be done to overcome the possible gap
between the two?
To conclude, current forest management discourses among Dutch forest owners
and managers are to a large extent in line with the forest management ideas
underlying the Dutch Forest Strategy. The ambitions related to more forest are
the only ones not in line. All other ambitions are already in line, which makes the
Forest Strategy partly superfluous to forest owners and managers.

Opportunities to overcome the gap include money to change forest management
in response to the Forest Strategy and landscape elements to sort of expand
forest area. To further reduce the gap, the implementations of the strategy per
province should include increased attention to the policy takers, i.e. forest owners
and managers, and their knowledge and ideas should be used to achieve the goal
of the Dutch Forest Strategy. Lastly, a common definition of sufficient utilization
of opportunities for the development of a rich forest biodiversity should be
established. Challenges to overcome the gap include some of the challenges in
forest management mentioned by respondents but not addressed in the Forest
Strategy. These include the challenges of policy-practice, money, role of state/
province/municipality and space in the Netherlands.
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Conclusion

Due to a lack of attention of policy makers towards the policy takers, the expertise
of this last group was underused in the development of the Forest Strategy, which
resulted in a gap between discourses and the strategy.
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Appendices
APPENDIX A. AMBITIONS FOREST
STRATEGY PAGE NUMBERS
The ambitions for 2030 of the Dutch Forest Strategy related to forest management
in Dutch and their place in the implementation program.
Page number
implementation
program

3.400 hectare compensatie ontbossing door natuuromvorming N2000

19

15.000 hectare bosuitbreiding binnen NNN

19

Verbeteren van verbinding van bossen

31

Klimaatbestendig bos

31

Meer natuurlijk bos, klimaatbestendig bos, hoge bosbiodiversiteit

32

Recreatie

48

Gebruik hout

48

Communicatie, betrokkenheid en participatie

55

Appendices

Ambitie 2030 met betrekking tot Bosbeheer
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APPENDIX B. INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
FOREST OWNERS AND MANAGERS
Interview schedule forest owners and forest managers translated to English.

Introduction text

First of all, thank you very much for allowing me to be here and interview you. I’ll
give you some background information about this interview before I ask you the
questions.
As mentioned in my email, I am a 2nd year Master student in Forest and Nature
Conservation at Wageningen University. For my thesis, in response to the Forest
Strategy, I am looking at forest management in the Netherlands.
I would like to ask you a few questions about this. I would also like to ask you
if I could record this conversation so that I can listen to it later. Do you give
permission for this?
If you wish, your answers can be processed anonymously, I will come back to this
later.

Interview questions:
1. General questions
1. Can you tell me something about your background and your role within
the organization?
2. How many hectares of land do you manage?
3. How long have you been working in forest management? And do you have
an education in forest management?
2. Questions forest management, Triple I
Interests:
4. In the forest area you manage, what are the important functions (or Ecosystem Services) of the forest? Why are these the important functions?
With multiple functions: how do you combine these functions?
5. To what extent should money be earned with these functions? When
making money: is it possible to achieve the financial objective?
6. Do you ever experience conflicts between functions (or ES) (if there are
multiple functions)? How do you solve these?
7. What kind of forest management is practiced here? (e.g. thinning, rejuvenation, wood production, clear-cutting/tree management, climate smart)
Or: What does forest management mean?
8. What are the main ideas behind the management being practiced? (making climate-proof, harvesting wood, …)
9. How would you describe your forest management, for example in a few
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Ideas:

words? Or: If you had to name your forest management, what would you
call it?
10. What are the main challenges you face in your forest management?
11. How does your management differ from the management of other organizations?
Institutions:
12. Which parties do you deal with most in forest management?
13. Which of these parties has the greatest influence on your forest management?
14. Which parties, from both within and outside forest management, that you
have to deal with do you see as the biggest opponent/are the furthest
away from you? Do you ever collide with certain parties? Why/how? How
do you solve this?
15. What are the most important laws and regulations that you have to deal
with?
16. To what extent do these laws and regulations help or hinder you? And
how?
17. Does the timber market play an important role for management?
18. To what extent are local residents and other forest users involved in forest management?
3. Questions Forest Strategy
19. To what extent are you aware of the Forest Strategy?
20. Have you (already) participated in the Forest Strategy in any way? (e.g.
working group)
21. Do you think that your organization has become sufficiently involved in
the (drafting of the) Forest Strategy?
22. To what extent does your current management fit in with the ideas of the
Forest Strategy?
23. Are there ambitions from the Forest Strategy that are not in line with the
current forest management of your organization? If so, which one and why
is it not aligned?
24. Are you going to adjust your management in response to the Forest Strategy? If so, why? If not, what else is needed to adjust this?

Appendices

Those where the interview questions, do you have anything else you would like to
say about the Forest Strategy?
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APPENDIX C. INTERVIEW SCHEDULE POLICY
IMPLEMENTORS
Interview schedule policy implementors translated to English.

Introduction text

First of all, thank you very much for allowing me to be here and interview you. I’ll
give you some background information about this interview before I ask you the
questions.
As mentioned in my email, I am a 2nd year Master student in Forest and Nature
Conservation at Wageningen University. For my thesis, in response to the Forest
Strategy, I am looking at forest management in the Netherlands.
I would like to ask you a few questions about the Forest Strategy and forest
management. I would also like to ask you if I could record this conversation so
that I can listen to it later. Do you give permission for this?
If you wish, your answers can be processed anonymously, I will come back to this
later.

Interview questions:
1. General questions
1. Can you tell me something about your background and your role within
the organization?
2. Can you indicate how you got involved in the Forest Strategy and what
exactly your task/tasks/assignment was with this Forest Strategy?
3. Do you have an education in forest management? How long have you
worked in forest management or are you already working in forest management?

4. What do you think was the main reason for drawing up a Forest Strategy
for the Netherlands?
5. What do you see as the main goal of the Forest Strategy?
6. Where do you see the main challenges when it comes to implementing
the Forestry Strategy?
7. Do you expect forest management, as it is currently being carried out, to
be sufficiently future-proof? If not, why not?
8. What do you think are the biggest changes regarding forest management
expectations in the Forest Strategy compared to before the publication of
the Forest Strategy? (What is expected to change in forest management
since the publication of the Forest Strategy?)
i.
When change does not apply: What is the Forest Strategy for?
(added value)
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2. Questions about the gap between strategy and practice from the perspectives
of the Forest Strategy: forest management

ii.

If change applies: Do you estimate that the Forest Strategy
also means a change in functions (or ES) that forest managers
should focus on? (e.g. climate or more wood production)
a. No -> Is climate already getting enough attention?
Yes -> Where is the shift? Only CO2 sequestration or also
wood production etc.?
b. In your opinion, how big is the gap between these expectations and current forest management?
c. What are the main ideas behind the management to be
implemented? (making climate-proof, harvesting wood,
…)
9. Will there be more tension between functions (or ES) as a result of the
Forest Strategy?
10. Where is possibly (the greatest) resistance from forest management? And
why?
3. Questions forest management & the Forest Strategy
11. To what extent does following the ideas from the Forest Strategy mean
that a manager has to incur more costs? And how should he finance this?
12. How would you name the forest management from the Forest Strategy
itself, for example in a few words? Or: if you had to name the forest management from the Forest Strategy, what would you call it?
13. What do you think forest managers will face with forest management in
the future, what are the main challenges? And will the Forest Strategy
provide guidance in this regard? Or is more guidance needed? And how?
14. With which parties does the Forest Strategy deal with most regarding forest management?
15. Which of these parties has the greatest influence on the Forest Strategy
regarding forest management?
16. What are the most important laws and regulations the Forest Strategy has
to deal with?
17. To what extent do these laws and regulations help or hinder the Forest
Strategy? And how?
4. Questions Forest Strategy
18. Do you think that forest managers have become sufficiently involved in
the (drafting of the) Forest Strategy?
19. How did you find the contribution/input of the forest managers?
20. Do you think that managers will adjust their management in response to
the Forest Strategy? If so, why? If not, what else is needed to adjust this?

Appendices

Those where the interview questions, do you have anything else you would like to
say about the Forest Strategy?
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APPENDIX D. CODING AND CATEGORIES IN
RELATION TO THE TRIPLE I
Triple I

Categories

Codes

Interests

Forest functions

Cultural history, Multifunctional, Nature, Recreation,
Regulating services, Wood production

Combining functions

Integrated, Integrated with one main function, Sectoral

Source of income

Donations, Entrance fees, Hunting rights, Membership fee,
Permits site use, Rent & Lease [Huur & Pacht], Subsidy,
Timber harvest

Financial target

Achieve success, Don’t achieve success, Sometimes
succeed sometimes not

Conflicts

Ecology & Recreation, Wildlife (management) & Ecology,
Wildlife (management) & Recreation, Wood harvest &
Ecology, Wood harvest & Recreation

Solve conflicts

Communication, Suitable solution, Zoning

Type of forest
management

Climate smart, Duty of care, Integrated, Introducing
species, Log auction [Rondhoutveiling], Maintenance
paths, Natura2000, Natural development, Preventive
cutting, QD-method, Quality (wood), Rejuvenation,
Selection forest, Small groups felling, Small scale,
Thinning, Tillage, Tree marking, Wildlife management,
Wood production, Woodstock

Ideas behind forest
management

Attractive, Climate resilience, Cultural history, Forest
climate, Function is leading, More deciduous wood
[Verloving], Nature following, Recreation & Ecology,
Regulating services, Sustainability, Timber harvest,
Variation & native species, Vitality

Forest management
name

X

Challenges

Carbon certificates, Climate change, Different functions
forest, Employee knowledge, Exotics & Thicketization,
Money, More forest, Natural forest versus multifunctional,
Nitrogen/acidification, Policy-practice, Recreation, Role
state/province/municipality, Small organization/little
influence, Society, Space in the Netherlands, Vitality,
Water management, Wildlife (management)

Solutions challenges

Centralization, Compensation, Continuous policy,
Forest entitled to space [Bos recht op ruimte], Integral,
Landscape elements, Transform grassland, Water & Soil in
order

Difference in
management

X

Ideas
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The coding and categories in relation to the Triple I.

Parties involved

Parties greatest
influence

Arborist, Clients, Contractors, Forest management
operators (e.g. Bosgroepen), Government, Knowledge
institutions, Members, None

Opposing party

Action groups, Activists, Agricultural sector, Civil projects,
General audit office [Algemene Rekenkamer], Nature
followers, None, Politics, Public, Water board

Opposing party solve

Communication, Don’t solve, Participate, Not pay
attention, Private excursion

Laws and regulations

APV, ARBO, Code of conduct, Development plans, Duty
of care, ErBo, Forest and Trees Policy [Beleid Bos en
Bomen], FSC & PEFC, Law Nature Protection [Wet
Natuurbescherming], Natura2000, SNL, Water legislation

Laws and regulations
help or hinder

Administration(costs), Breeding season, Doesn’t help or
hinder, Execution, Keeps you on your toes, Logging areas,
Protect nature, Sets frameworks, Sustainable work

Wood market

Don’t thin/harvest extra, Export, Harvest reluctant at low
wood prices, Native/sustainable/quality, No, Partly, Utilize
higher wood yield if possible, Yes

Local residents and
users of the forest

Being informed, Coordinate/consult, Excursion, Participate,
Support base
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Institutions

Activists, Arborist [Boomkweker], Branch organizations
(VBNE), Clients, Colleague site managers, Contractors/
timber buyers, Forest management operators
(Bosgroepen), FSC, Government, Hunters, Local residents,
Recreation companies, Researchers, Sawmill [Houtzagerij],
Society, Users of the forest, Volunteers, Working groups
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APPENDIX E. ILLUSTRATIVE QUOTES FOR
SIMILARITIES BETWEEN DISCOURSES
The forest functions of wood production, nature and recreation are mentioned by
almost every respondent and thus exist in each of the four discourses. Additionally,
in all discourses these functions are combined through integration.
Many respondents made statements in which these three forest functions were
described:
“Actually, it is for the most part multifunctional forest. So that means that there
is a nature goal in it. (…) The second [function] is also an important recreational
objective that we have. There are quite a few walking, mountain biking, cycling
paths, bridleways through the forest areas. We also harvest wood.” (B. de Jong,
personal communication, November 30, 2021)
“(…) the forests that we manage must to a certain extent have a function for the
recreant, whoever that may be (…). 90% of our forests fall under Natura2000, so
are important for nature (…). And besides that just very banal, it has to produce
wood, so I have to earn money. (H. Zwart, personal communication, December
15, 2021)
D. Borgman (personal communication, December 1, 2021) emphasizes the combining
of functions through integration:
“(…) in many cases you look at it [combining of functions] from a perspective
of integrated forest management or variants of it, so to speak. So actually all
functions are there present in the site and have a place in it.”
The common source of income between the discourses is timber harvest.
“(…) your timber revenues are very essential for maintaining the estate.” (R.
Nijzink, personal communication, December 20, 2021)
“(…) [the wood market] has always been an economic pillar, at least for the
forest manager with several hectares, so to speak, and in my opinion it will
always remain that way.” (D. Borgman, personal communication, December 1,
2021)

“Communication is really important. (…) very often there is no communication.
Everyone goes straight to their own goal and that sometimes causes some
friction, while if you had consulted beforehand, nothing would have happened.”
(R. Nijzink, personal communication, December 20, 2021)
Three types of forest management similar between the discourses are thinning,
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Among all discourses the financial target is always achieved successfully. Potential
conflicts are solved by communication in the Climate resilience discourse and
Small scale discourse.

wood production and rejuvenation. The forest management type of thinning is
described by H. Zwart (personal communication, December 15, 2021):
“The moment we go through the forest, we look at which tree needs which space
and then we start thinning and then we really look at the top of the crown.”
And by R. Philipsen (personal communication, December 15, 2021) in combination
with the forest management type of rejuvenation:
“(…) we spread structural thinnings through that [forest], made holes where
rejuvenation occurred or not.”
Rejuvenation was also brought forward by R. Terhürne (personal communication,
December 21, 2021):
“We also have a rejuvenation target of, say, just a percentage that needs to be
rejuvenated every year, hence [forest managers] are actively looking for places
where that can be done well.”
Furthermore, the Climate resilience discourse and Small scale discourse share
‘small scale’ as a type of forest management. Although no ideas behind forest
management were shared among all four discourses, several discourses shared
one of the ideas. The idea of timber harvest was shared between the Timber
harvest discourse and the Small scale discourse. Secondly, the idea of variation
within the forest sometimes in combination with more native species was shared
between the Nature following discourse, the Climate resilience discourse and the
Small scale discourse. Lastly, the idea of climate resilience was shared between
the Climate resilience discourse and the Small scale discourse.
Challenges common to all four discourses are policy-practice, money, climate
change and wildlife (management). A reference to policy-practice as a challenge
can be found in the statement of A. Visser-Winterink (personal communication,
November 16, 2021) and in combination with the challenge of money in the
statement of R. Nijzink (personal communication, December 20, 2021):

“(…) what struck me is that those processes [from the province to realize more
forest] were extremely tough and I think that is inherent to the entire Forest
Strategy. That writing a Forest Strategy is not that difficult, but implementing
it is. Because there is no money yet, there is no concrete program, it is all
too vague. (…) people want to, but they do not know how.” (R. Nijzink, personal
communication, December 20, 2021)
M. Bergen (personal communication, December 6, 2021) made a statement including
three challenges (role of state/province/municipality, money and policy-practice)
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“(…) if we were always going to go completely 180 degrees with every policy piece
out there, that wouldn’t be so good for the forest at all, because the forest isn’t
going that fast. (…) it’s not very good if we always go 100% with those policies,
because those policies change every 4 to 6 years.” (A. Visser-Winterink, personal
communication, November 16, 2021)

regarding the Forest Strategy:
“There is a voluntary nature to it, still, just like with the Ecological Main Structure
[Ecologische Hoofdstructuur] once. All on a voluntary basis, very occasionally
expropriate, but mainly voluntarily, yes then you have to wait a long time. (…)
and the financial resources are limited.”
The challenge of the role of state/province/municipality is shared between the
Timber harvest discourse, the Climate resilience discourse and the Small scale
discourse. Multiple other statements were made about this challenge:
“[It] is still something that we continue to argue for, also with the new Forest
Strategy and the provincial policy that is to come, that sufficient space should be
maintained for the knowledgeable forest manager and that it should therefore
not be set up front as to how things will be done, because that manager comes
in the forest very often and I think he can best determine what is possible.” (R.
Terhürne, personal communication, December 21, 2021)
“The big mistake is that, I think, (…) the government has a lot of money and
it gives 160 million, so a lot of money, to the provinces. And at the province of
Gelderland there is no manager or forester with a general vision, but there are
just a number of ecologists. (…) I think the vision is so limited that ecologists (…)
start spending that money. And that was a mistake by the government (…) (R.
Philipsen, personal communication, December 15, 2021)
“(…) the biggest pitfalls are that there is often something called from the
sidelines, especially politically driven, like “we are now suddenly going this way”.
(…) [forest management] is a discipline that just takes several decades, several
generations, and you have to recognize that, you shouldn’t want to steer that
politically.” (C. Hartman, personal communication, November 26, 2021)
In all discourses the challenge of climate change got a lot of attention:
“Climate change in the sense of extreme drought, more extreme weather with
storms and things like that, and also related tree diseases and insect pests.” (D.
Borgman, personal communication, December 1, 2021)

“There is of course enormous land claim for agriculture, for housing development,
infrastructure, et cetera. The province cannot determine and solve everything in
that, so I think at some point you will need the government to, if you are not
going to get those hectares or do not even come close to that, make a definitive
decision.” (D. Borgman, personal communication, December 1, 2021)
“There is of course enormous pressure on space in the Netherlands for all kinds
of purposes (…)” (R. Terhürne, personal communication, December 21, 2021)
Another statement regarding this challenge clearly regarded forest expansion. This
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The challenge of space in the Netherlands is shared between the Timber harvest
discourse, the Nature following discourse and the Climate resilience discourse.
Many statements were made about this challenge:

statement of H. Zwart (personal communication, December 15, 2021) is supported
by a statement of C. Hartman (personal communication, November 26, 2021) as
can be seen in box 3.
“Personally, I would prefer to just let half of that heath grow over with forest, but that is not

allowed, because then I would come into conflict with the Law Nature Protection.
I have to manage heather there. So all those trees have to be removed, which I
then will do. But, if you are talking about the ambition to expand the forest, it is
possible on that heath but that is not allowed. In other places it is allowed but
not possible.” (H. Zwart, personal communication, December 15, 2021)
BOX 3. Statements of respondents regarding forest expansion within the challenge of
space in the Netherlands
“We know three terrain types in the Netherlands: forest, not forest yet, no forest
allowed.” (C. Hartman)
supports
“(…) if you are talking about the ambition to expand forest, it is possible on the
heath but that is not allowed. In other places it is allowed but not possible.” (H.
Zwart)

The challenge of nitrogen/acidification is shared between the Nature following
discourse and the Climate resilience discourse. Lastly, references to wildlife as a
challenge can be found in multiple statements, with or without the challenge of
money:
“The wild pressure is currently a challenge to get good rejuvenation off the
ground. And we now also work with grids, (…) those grids of course also cost
money, so then you are looking at whether that can also be reimbursed, for
example by the province or can it be given a place in the Forest Policy.” (R.
Terhürne, personal communication, December 21, 2021)
“There is very little deciduous wood rejuvenation. There is some, but actually far
too little. So that wild pressure should actually also be significantly reduced.” (S.
Wijdeven, personal communication, November 9, 2021)

“The province is an important party, partly in financing projects and partly in
making policy and that sort of things.”
Furthermore, contractors or timber buyers are parties to deal with in forest
management mentioned within the Timber harvest discourse and the Climate
resilience discourse. To deal with (a conflict with) opposing parties communication
is used among all discourses.
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The government is a party to deal with in forest management among all discourses.
J. Rots (personal communication, November 23, 2021) made a statement that
clearly endorses this in terms of the province as a government body:

“(…) just have conversations and explain how we see things.” (R. Terhürne,
personal communication, December 21, 2021)
Natura2000 and the Law Nature Protection are the most important laws and
regulations of all discourses. For example:
“A steering mechanism is of course also Natura2000; the European legislation
that we have to comply with.” (A. Visser-Winterink, personal communication,
November 16, 2021)
“In principle, [the Law Nature Protection] concerns everything that has to do with
nature, forest and animals that occur there.” (B. de Jong, personal communication,
November 30, 2021)
These laws and regulations help or hinder respondents to protect nature. Lastly,
local residents and users of the forest are commonly involved in forest management
by being informed. References to this type of involvement can be found in several
statements:
“What we usually do is when we have an exploitation, we hang up small
pamphlets in the forest indicating that the harvest is about to take place. (…)
Every now and then [we put] something in the newspaper. We [also] have our own
website where information is published.” (B. de Jong, personal communication,
November 30, 2021)
“(…) we do communicate with local residents when we start performing work
that could have an impact (…)” (R. Nijzink, personal communication, December
20, 2021)
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“We always catch up with [local residents and users of the forest]. But when
we plan a measure (…), at least the residents receive a letter. A forester
communication comes and knows exactly how to do that. [There will be a] press
release, explanation in it, and often just a very general story, not very detailed.”
(C. Hartman, personal communication, November 26, 2021)
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